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EDITORIAL

SUCCESSFUL FAILURES
The sad fact is that today there are certainly tens if not
hundreds of thousands more pictures of airships viewable
online and in books than ever existed in the real world. The
truth of just how few real ones there have actually been, since
the first attempt to make a balloon ‘dirigible’ (i.e. steerable),
often comes as a surprise to newcomers to the subject of
airship history. As indeed does the early date of that first
attempt – 1784 in Paris. The multiplicity of images that can be
seen today at the push of a few buttons combined with the selfevident antiquity of many extraordinary contraptions depicted
leaves the false impression that the skies have been full of
them for donkey’s years. If not today, then certainly in the past,
in their ‘Golden Era’ of the 1920s and 30s.
But when one sits down and starts seriously trying to
count them a rather different picture emerges. Here is what Dr
Edwin Mowforth found when he had a go at it in preparing his
1991 book: “It appears that about 850 pressure airships [blimps] were
built between 1900 and 1970. … The figures for rigid airships between
1900 and 1940 are predictably smaller and rather better defined … The
total appears to be 162.” [1]
But however you count them, and even if you expand
the time frame to include the one-off prototypes which took to
the air (mostly for one-off flights) prior to 1900 and add in the
Skyships, Lightships, GA-42s, Zeppelin NTs and miscellaneous
‘hybrids’ etc., that have flown after 1970 it remains difficult to
arrive at a total of more than 1,200 all told. This is a pitifully
small number compared to the millions of fixed-wing heavierthan-air (HTA) aircraft that have been built and flown since the
Wright Brothers proved the concept at Kittyhawk in 1903.
“Why so few?” the newcomer asks and “why the
difficulty in counting them?”
The answer is that the small number results from
something that is often overlooked – airships are by nature
fundamentally more complicated than their HTA cousins. The
reason being that HTA craft are aerodynes pure and simple
whereas dirigible lighter-than-air (LTA) flight combines
aerodynamic lift with ‘aerostatic’ lift. The former derives
externally from the airflow over the surface of the craft
whereas the latter results from the innate ‘buoyancy’ of a less
dense medium contained within it. Marrying the two lift forces
more than doubles the control options thus presenting pilots
with a bewildering array of possible choices and offering
designers innumerable structural configurations.
The difficulty in counting past airships lies in simply
defining them; for instance, what does one count when the
gondolas of some US Navy blimps flew with several different
gas bags in their lifetime? Some were left unattached for
months before being refitted and flown again. Does each count
as another airship? And what then of the gas bags that flew
with more than one gondola? And then there are the airships
that were modified and reconfigured with different numbers of
engines or new arrangements of fins. And what of the overly
long French First War blimp Pilatre de Rozier, a ‘technical
failure’ that was cut into two ‘successful’ smaller blimps?
The explanation, of course, for both the small number
and for all the chopping and changing is that in evolutionary
terms airships are still in the prototype stage. Just think how
many diverse shapes and purposes have evolved for HTA craft
since the 1,000th one of them flew. When was that? Nobody
knows; but the Royal Aeronautical Society Historical Group’s
best guesstimate is circa 1913. Thus the most modern of
today’s airships equate to something like an Avro 504. Clearly
airship experimentation has a long way to go before it passes
beyond the wooden biplane stage!

AHT 2018 AGM
The Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the
Airship Heritage Trust 2018 will be held at 14:00 on

Saturday, 9th June 2018
in the Village Hall in Cardington, Bedfordshire.
Followed by a talk by

Bryan Lawton
Entitled

THE R101 AIRSHIP DISASTER AND
THE BROKEN ELEVATOR CABLE
Refreshments (tea, coffee, biscuits) will be provided so
put the date in your diary and bring a friend!
Nevertheless, considerable progress has been made and
many past trials of ideas have apparently been ‘successful.’ At
least they were declared to be so at the time, notwithstanding
that having been tried once, and seemingly proven, they were
then abandoned, or at least not tried again for decades –
perhaps when technology had caught up with the concept. Here
are a few examples:
Vectored thrust: “ … in the British Army airship ‘Gamma’ …
engine power could be used to augment or reduce lift as well as providing a
reverse thrust capability. The experiment [in 1910] was successful and
‘Gamma’ could lift off and land without the need for any provision except a
small handling party.” [2]
‘Metalclad’ hull: “One small, but very successful, experimental
metal-clad airship, the ZMC-2, belongs to the US Navy, and has now been
in service for almost six years.” [3]
Gaseous fuel: “Interestingly, the most successful rigid airship
‘Graf Zeppelin 1’ minimised the need for venting hydrogen by using a fuel
having the same density as air.” [4]
Mooring on water: “… ‘Mayfly’ was designed to float on water
moored to a mast and … did so for three days from May 22 through May
25, 1911 … The mooring trial was considered a success when the airship
rode out winds blowing a steady 36½ mph gusting to 42-45 mph.” [5]
Landing on aircraft carriers 1: “During the summer of 1918
experiments … two Zeros, SSZ.59 and SSZ.60 operating out of RNAS
East Fortune rendezvoused with HMS ‘Furious’ off the Scottish coast and
both airships made several landings on her flight-deck. Although successful,
they were never repeated.” [6]
Landing on aircraft carriers 2: “The ‘Los Angeles’ moored to
the ship ‘Patoka’ immediately after having made a successful landing on the
aircraft carrier USS ‘Saratoga’ without the benefit of a mooring mast.” [7]
Indeed Patoka itself seems to have done the job it was
designed for perfectly well, but it has never been copied, and
there are numerous other one-hit wonders that had ‘successful’
trials, and even operated in the field. They include rotating
sheds, mobile mooring winches (or ‘Mules’) and the ‘Bolster
Beam’ none of which have propagated far from point of origin.
In this issue you will find just a few of the unfinished
experiments that mark the path of airship evolution thus far.
GILES CAMPLIN – EDITOR
Mowforth, (1991) An introduction to the airship (2nd edn. The Airship Assoc.) p14
[2] Khoury & Gillett, (1999) Airship technology (Cambridge Univ. Press) p304
[3] Burgess, (1935) Some airship problems in Report on airship forum (Akron) p57
[4] Khoury & Gillett (1999) Airship technology (Cambridge Univ. Press) p297
[5] Robinson, (1973) Giants in the sky (G.T. Foulis & Co) p177
[6] Mowthorpe, (1999) Sky sailors (Sutton Publishing) p38
[7] Khoury & Gillett (1999) Airship technology (Cambridge Univ. Press) p307
[1]
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TECHNICAL SECTION

HMA R36 ENGINES
by Kent O’Grady with research assistance by Brian Turpin.
©2017 by Kent O’Grady.

The R35, R36 and R37 as originally conceived were allotted to the R33 class. After the decision was
made to reallocate them to create the R35 class, design alterations would ultimately include changes to the
engine layout, engine type and horsepower for these three airships.[1] They were to be equipped with four
350 hp. Sunbeam Cossack engines instead of the original five of 250 hp. This decision was to help enable a
higher ceiling of 5,200 metres (about 17,000 ft.); an important wartime consideration. Altering the location
of the engines and making changes to the design of the attachment base for the nacelle struts was intended to
save weight yet, according to Engineering,[2] simultaneously increase strength and efficiency. However, the
Cossacks remained heavier than hoped for at 544 kg (1,200 lbs) each without water (623 kg or 1,373 lbs
when running), despite being designed specifically for use in airships.[3] This was perhaps a contributing
factor to the post-war decision to replace one of the four engines on R36 with two Maybachs from the
surrendered German Naval Zeppelin L71.[4] The other factor was the addition of a passenger car, which
meant installation of the forward inline engine was no longer possible behind the control car. R36 was thus
ultimately equipped with two Maybach and three Sunbeam Cossack engines.

A good view of the port Sunbeam wing car, control car and passenger car of R36 (G-FAAF).

Sunbeam Cossack III (Coatalen)
The Sunbeam Cossack III, sometimes referred to as the
Coatalen after its designer, Louis Coatalen, had 12 cylinders
with 110 mm bore and 160 mm stroke, set in a ‘V’ (60º angle)
configuration of six per row. It had four Claudel-Hobson
carburettors.[5] The cylinders had two in-take and two exhaust
valves run by overhead camshafts, one to each valve set with
articulated connecting rods, and the cylinders were cast in
blocks of three. The camshafts were operated by a gear train
from the crankshaft. The engines were fitted with a governor.[6]
They generated 350 hp. each at approximately 2,000 rpm and
the exhaust was water-cooled.[7] The Cossacks each ran large,
two-bladed propellers, through 2 to 1 reduction gear and a
clutch. There were two gearboxes on each engine, permitting
them to be run without the propellers turning, as with R33.
Maybach Mb IVa
The two Maybachs were air cooled Mb IVa models
generating 260 hp. each.[8] An air scoop was positioned in the
roof of these engine cars to direct airflow to the enclosed
radiators.[9] These engines could not be operated at full throttle
below 1,800 m (roughly 5,900 ft.) because they were designed
for higher altitude operations. They were detached from L71 at
Pulham and shipped by rail to Inchinnan for installation in
early 1921. Each Maybach ran a small direct-drive two-bladed
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propeller. Although positioning them forward was the only
viable option given the nature of the commercial conversion of
R36, their location generated substantially more parasitic drag
than engine placement further aft.

Maybach Mb IVa found on
http://www.wikiwand.com/sh/Fizir_F1V

Engine Nacelle Construction
Some sources indicate Sunbeam built all three nacelles
for the Cossacks, but Beardmore R36 construction records
indicate construction of the two wing nacelles was contracted
out to Vickers, which is not surprising since Beardmore’s and
Vickers were on friendly terms. Given that evidence exists to
support that both Vickers and Sunbeam built engine nacelles, it
seems probable that Sunbeam built nacelles for R35
(Armstrong-Whitworth) and R37 (Short Brothers). The
Sunbeam nacelles were significantly larger than the Maybach
cars and generally provided mechanics with a reasonable
amount of room to conduct inspections and inflight repairs.

wire attached to the car at this same point transmitted weight
further aft, the wire splitting and connectimg at frame 9a and
longitudinal E, the other connecting to frame 10 and
longitudinal E. Two wires attached towards the rear of the
nacelle distributed weight to frame 9 at longitudinal E1 and the
other to frame 9a and longitudinal E.

Engine Nacelle Suspension
All engines were housed in independent cars.
Beardmore’s contracted out the construction of the two
outboard Sunbeam nacelles, along with the outer cover support
grids along the propeller wake to Vickers. Sunbeam are
believed to have built the rear inline nacelle, along with the
nacelles for all other R35 class Sunbeam engines. The original
Maybach cars were built by the Zeppelin Company and
detached from the L71.
Sunbeam Coatalen Cossack III engine for HMA R37, in
starboard wing nacelle manufactured by Sunbeam for Short
Brothers, later nationalized as the Royal Airship Works.

R36 photograph from the Tom Keys collections taken from the
forward port Maybach nacelle. Excellent view of the control car
and the port outboard Sunbeam Cossack engine nacelle with
radiator extended. The three rigid suspension struts are visible.
The apparent fourth strut is actually the access ladder. Multiple
suspension wires were also employed to bear the weight of
each car.

In R36 the nacelles were attached to the hull via three
main suspension struts (four in the case of the rear inline car)
and multiple suspension wires. The Beardmore designs
remaining in existence reveal the location of the major, but not
the minor suspension wires. The forward wing power cars had
five main wires. The forward wire was connected to transverse
frame 3a at longitudinal E1; a second wire emanating from the
same point was drawn back to frame 4a and longitudinal E1. A
third wire from this point was connected to transverse frame 4
at longitudinal E1. The fourth wire connected the top rear of
this car to transverse frame 4 at longitudinal E1, and the final
main wire was hooked to the same spot at the top rear of the
car, running up a distance before splitting, the forward line
connecting to frame 4 and longitudinal E1, the other
connecting to transverse frame 4 and longitudinal E. (See
illustrations of power car suspensions.)
The midship wing cars appear to have had six primary
suspension wires. Two wires emanated from the lower forward
part of the cars to transverse frame 8 at longitudinal frames F
and E1. One wire ran from the lower starboard side of the car
to transverse frame 9 and longitudinal E1. Another suspension

The aft inline car had ten primary suspension wires. Six
emanated from two points near the forward base of the car,
three from port and three from starboard, to frame 13,
longitudinal G; frame 13a, longitudinal F; and frame 14a,
longitudinal G. Four wires connected the rear top of the car,
forward of the propeller, to frame 14a at longitudinal F, and
two drawn forward to each G longitudinal, port and starboard
of the keel, where the main struts attached to the hull, between
frames 13a and 14. This car, being the lowest point on the
airship on a level with the control car, was likewise equipped
with a bumper bag.
Photos reveal a complexity of minor wires. At least
some of these were associated with the engine radiators and did
not provide any support to the weight of the nacelles. In the
absence of surviving plans rendering the minor wires, it is
difficult to ascertain the precise total number of suspension
wires and their locations for each car.
Anticipated Performance, Engine Testing and Actual
Performance
Although a number of aeronautical experts believed the
intended maximum speed of 105 km/h (29.1 m. per second or
65 mph) was overly optimistic, this was about the actual speed
attained during speed trials on the third flight of R36.[10] It was
declared in the April 6th, 1921 issue of The Aeroplane: “The
R.36 can do 66 mph, which will, it is believed, be something
nearer 70 when her engines have settled down to working.”[11]
However, flight logs do not reveal any records of further
sustained speed tests being undertaken after her third flight.
The combined total of 1,570 hp. was superior to the R33 class.
All engines and telegraphs were tested prior to the first
flight in the Inchinnan shed and found satisfactory. R36 was
released by the ground crew at 15:17 on April 1st, 1921 on her
first flight. She rose statically and her engines all commenced
operation without issue. At 15:35 her Maybachs were being
run at 1,000 rpm and her Sunbeams at 1,400 rpm. Sustained
full speed trials were not conducted on this flight due to the
low altitude Captain Wann was obliged to fly the airship at.
However, several tests involving different engine combinations
were undertaken. In one instance, the two wing car Sunbeams
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were run at 1,800 rpm by themselves, yielding a speed of
74km/h (40 knots/46 mph) which was deemed favourable
compared with R33. In another test on this same flight, both
Maybachs were run at 1,200 rpm along with all Sunbeams at
1,800 rpm. This was only done for a very short (but
unspecified) period of time, resulting in a speed of 100 km/h
(54 knots/62 mph). On this basis, it was estimated that
sustained full power would generate a speed of 107 km/h (58
knots/67 mph).[12] (See also Appendix: Flt. Lt. Rope’s report.)

R36 starboard Maybach engine car suspension

Port Maybach Proves Unreliable
At some point after these tests during the first flight the
forward port Maybach engine had to be stopped. This was the
first inflight indication that substantial problems existed with
the Maybachs; the port Maybach in particular.[13] It could not
be restarted after several attempts but the issue was believed to
have been rectified back in the shed before the second flight.
On April 2nd R36 was brought out onto the Inchinnan
field for the transfer flight to her new base at Pulham. The
engineers received signals to start their engines and by 19:25
all were running smoothly with the exception of the stubborn
port Maybach. The order was given to the ground crew to
release the airship regardless. Despite several further attempts
to start this engine in-flight, there was no success. The
mechanics found that a wire on the engine turning gear broke
at a point that was not accessible during the flight. It was
repaired after the flight and a short test conducted at Pulham. It
was concluded the failure to start was also because the nonreturn valves starting the suction pump were defective.

Although repaired, the concurrence was the engine was in poor
tune and required complete replacement as quickly as
possible.[14]
Flight to Pulham
At 19:40 the amidships and aft engines were running at
1,000 rpm with the starboard forward engine running at 800
rpm. By 19:46 the amidships and aft engines were increased to
1,400 rpm and the starboard Maybach run at 1,000 rpm. The
aft engine was stopped at 21:40 to deal with an oil leak from a
pressure pump which was quickly rectified and the engine
restarted six minutes later. At 21:50 the aft engine was in
clutch, running again at 1,000 rpm. At the same time, a
localized petrol feed failure led to the port amidships engine
stopping. The aft engine was increased to 1,400 rpm at 21:55
and operation of the port amidships engine resumed about the
same time, in clutch at 1,400 rpm. Thereafter the starboard
forward engine was run at 1,000 rpm and both the amidships
and after engines at 1,400 rpm. At 07:05 the starboard
Maybach was stopped, whilst the amidships and aft engines
were all reduced to 1,000 rpm. At 07:20 the clutch was let out
on both amidships and after engines and run as required
between 1,000 to 1,400 rpm. Engine trials were concluded by
11:20 on April 3rd.[15]
The starboard amidships and aft Sunbeam engines both
experienced oil leaks in the glands of the gear boxes to the
extent that after 15 hours, two gallons of oil were lost from
each of these boxes. Only one pint of oil was lost from the port
amidships car during the same period. Spark plugs (Lodge
K.R.6 type) on the Sunbeams were found in a dirty condition
after inspection on arrival at Pulham. They were prone to
oiling up when the engines were run between 1,000 and 1,400
rpm. It was pointed out that the engines were running at less
than half power most of the time, so the implication was that
this issue would resolve itself with further use at higher
speeds.[16] Overall performance of the engines and transmission
gears on this delivery flight was considered satisfactory except
for the port Maybach.
Lighting positioned above the gear boxes in the
Maybach cars impaired vision in the control car at night as
these shone directly upon it. This was not a concern for earlier
German operators, because these cars were situated aft of the
control car on the L71. The problem was fixed at Pulham by
positioning shades to block the light from penetrating towards
the control car.

… … TO BE CONTINUED … …

APPENDIX
Flight Lieutenant Rope’s Report – Speed Trials of R.36.-1st April 1921 [30]
R.P.M. of Engines
Maybach
Sunbeam
Starboard Port
Stbd.
Port
After
1000
1000
1400
1400
1400
1200
1200
1800
1800
1800
1000
1000
1000
1200
1200
1400
1400
1800
1800
1000
1000
1000
1400
1400
Figures marked ? were considered unreliable.
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Knots

Inclination

Helm

42 (42.2)
54
31? (30.8)
32
34?
40
29
23½
21½

-3º to -4º
-2º
-3º
-3º
-3º
-3º
-3º
-5º
-2º

Considerable up helm.
ʺ
ʺ
ʺ
ʺ
ʺ
ʺ
Average 0º
0 to 25º up
Ship Rising.
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[13]Trial Flight of HMA R.36. 2 -3rd April, 1921 From Inchinnan to Pulham. Machinery Report. 2.
1
[14] Ibid., 2, 3.
1
[15] Ibid., 1.
1
nd
[16] Trial Flight of HMA R.36. 2 -3rd April, 1921 From Inchinnan to Pulham. Machinery Report, 1.
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Barton “Ship” Feb. 16th 1905.
“PAX”
The first ascent of M. Severo's steerable balloon “Pax”
at Vaugirard, in which he lost his life, on May 12, 1902.
Balloon exploded over the Avenue du Maine, Paris.
OGDEN’S TAB CIGARETTES

Dr. Barton in conjunction with Mr F. L. Rawson of
Beckenham built a dirigible of large dimensions and of the
“lighter than air” type, depending for vertical support upon a
cylindrical balloon, 43 ft. in diameter and 176 ft. long, cubic
capacity 235,000 ft. When filled with hydrogen gas, the lifting
power was approximately 16,400 lbs.
WILLS’S CIGARETTES – AVIATION SERIES (21)
W.D. & H.O. WILLS, Bristol & London

The Wellman Airship “America,” 1907.
She was designed for Polar Exploration, and is
completely housed in. The crew live near the motor for
warmth. She carries three men, a pack of dogs, two sledges,
and a great deal of food, and also drags further supplies on the
ice below. Considerable alterations are made to her from time
to time - for instance. her propellers were originally one at each
end instead of either side as now. Minor mishaps have so far
prevented her from sailing for the Pole.
WILLS’S CIGARETTES - AVIATION (11)
W.D. & H.O. WILLS, Bristol & London

Signor Severo
The famous aeronaut who was fatally injured in the
accident which wrecked his air ship.
OGDEN’S TAB CIGARETTES - GENERAL INTEREST

Wellman Balloon 1907.

Dr. Barton’s Air-ship
Our snapshot shows the Air-ship made by Dr. Barton
which has been approved by the British War Office
Authorities.
OGDEN’S TAB CIGARETTES - GENERAL INTEREST
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The Wellman airship which made the expedition to the
North Pole, had entirely novel features, the gas vessel
constructed to hold 224,000 cubic ft. of hydrogen. The car is a
strong frame of constructed steel tubing and has a completely
enclosed central section, comprising living and engine room.
She was designed only for moderate speed, viz. 10 to 12 miles
per hour. The voyage to the North Pole was a failure.
WILLS’S CIGARETTES – AVIATION SERIES (25)
W.D. & H.O. WILLS, Bristol & London

The “Patoka.” Mobile air-ship base vessel.
The Patoka of the United States Navy is perhaps, the
only vessel equipped with a dirigible mooring mast. This
strange ship has already proved her usefulness in connection
with the big American airship Los Angeles which has safely
weathered severe gales whilst moored to the “Eiffel Tower”
mast of the parent ship. With the much-talked-of Atlantic Air
Service of the near future, we may see a development of the
mobile airship-base vessel.
WILLS’S CIGARETTES
STRANGE CRAFT - 34

British Dirigible “Clement Bayard.”
This is the latest Astra type design, and the dirigible
about which so much has appeared in British newspapers. Most
foreign Governments have dirigibles of this type on order, and
a French Company proposes to run an aerial passenger service
with some of the type in 1910. This is the type selected by the
British Parliamentary Committee as a possible model for the
future British military air fleet.
WILLS’S CIGARETTES – AVIATION (25)
W.D. & H.O. WILLS, Bristol & London

No.70. AKRON
This American airship was built for the U.S. Navy in
1931. She was 785 feet long with a capacity of 6,300,000 cubic
feet. A cruising speed of 50 m.p.h., she could fly 10,580 miles
non-stop. She had four engine rooms each with two engines on
each side. They were Maybachs of 4,480 h.p. in all. This
wonderful airship, which was so sadly lost could carry five
aeroplanes.
ISSUED WITH AN A & M WIX PRODUCT
SPEED THROUGH THE AGES - No. 70.

No. 63. BLIMP
After the brothers Montgolfier had made their balloon
ascent in 1783, ballooning developed rapidly. J. A. C. Charles.
Dr. Rozier, Vincent Minardi, [sic] John Wise and others added
contributions, and in 1853 Henry Giffard fitted a steam engine
and propeller to his balloon and thus invented the dirigible.
From this beginning developed the dirigible “blimp”
illustrated. These small airships were used, during the War, for
observation and reconnaissance.
ISSUED WITH AN A & M WIX PRODUCT
SPEED - Through the Ages - A series of 250 Pictures

AIRSHIP PATROL
Airships are coming back. The American Navy has
been using this special radar-equipped ‘blimp' - the Goodyear
ZPG.2W - for spotting foreign aeroplanes and submarines.
Airships like this one have been known to stay up in the air for
more than eight days at a time.
Issued by LYONS MAID
ALL SYSTEMS GO (A series of 40 - No.3)
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ZEPPELIN RAIDS AND THE DEFENCE OF LONDON (1914-18)
Reprinted from The Honorable Artillery Company Journal Spring 2014
Submitted by David Laing

‘Collateral damage’ is an expression that appears a great deal in the reporting of modern warfare,
particularly in relation to the civilian deaths in the Syrian and Afghan conflicts. In addition, the drone
attacks in Pakistan and the Yemen have greatly intensified the debate as to the legality of such strikes. But,
from the very beginning of aerial flight at the end of the nineteenth century, it was evident that future
warfare would involve the exposure of civilian populations and property to bombing, with unintentional
casualties and damage. At the first Hague Convention of 1899, the delegates sought to establish binding
international laws that would restrict future belligerents’ ability to launch aerial attacks. Section IV
prohibited the launching of projectiles and explosives from balloons.
At the Second Hague Conference of 1907, there was an
attempt to extend this restriction to include other types of
aircraft (Declaration I) but Germany refused, arguing that the
inclusion of Article 25 of the Convention made any further
restrictions unnecessary.
It prohibited ‘[t]he attack or bombardment, by whatever
means, of towns, villages, dwellings, or buildings which are
undefended ...’ and the German delegation argued, in
particular, that the phase ‘by whatever means’ placed a
considerable limitation on aerial attacks. But, the real flaw in
the article was the inclusion of the phase ‘which are
undefended.’ Did the deployment of anti-aircraft defences to
protect civilian areas in the cities, even extremely limited ones,
allow your enemies to circumvent the Hague Convention?
Despite these legal restrictions, the rapid advance in the
design of airships and aeroplanes prior to the outbreak of the
Great War was to have a massive impact on the conduct of
hostilities. This would be the first time that a conflagration was
not limited to local theatres of operation, but was extended to
involve civilian populations far behind enemy lines.
Sir Charles Ottley, the principal British Naval delegate
at the second Peace Conference, reported that his great German
opponent, Admiral Siegel, had claimed that ‘there was a future
in this form of warfare ... (and) that every form of warfare
which would make war more horrible is legitimate.’ [1] The
German High Command had rapidly realised the strategic
potential of airships despite the legal restrictions placed on the
military use of balloons under the First Hague Convention.
The initial development of German airships began in
earnest in 1900 under the leadership of Count Ferdinand von
Zeppelin (1838-1917) and was partly financed by public
subscription. Perhaps it was the early technical success that
persuaded the Germans to refuse to endorse the additional
restrictions contained in the Second Convention.
The Frankfurt International Exhibition of 1909 gave a
clear demonstration to the outside world of the very
considerable effort and progress that the German authorities
were making to develop a full aerial capability based on
balloons. ‘There was a preeminent show of dirigibles and an
indifferent display of aeroplanes, whether in flight or not, even
during the “Flying Week”: In addition, there was a display by
the firms of Krupps and Ehrhardt of specially designed highangle mobile guns for use against dirigibles.’ [2]
As The Times correspondent pointed out, ‘the dirigibles,
although primarily intended for private or commercial use,
could be adapted quickly for military purposes.’[3]
By this stage, the latest Zeppelins could carry twelve
people at 35 miles per hour, reaching 6,000 feet and
commanding a range of 700 miles with an endurance of
eighteen hours.[4]
The first flight across the Channel, by the Frenchman
Louis Bleriot in July 1908, and the British aeronautical
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meetings the following year at Doncaster and Blackpool
dramatically underlined the French technical superiority in
respect to ‘heavier-than-air’ machines. At the meetings, there
was ‘only one “British” aviator of all the entrants on this side
of the Channel who succeeded in leaving the ground in actual
flight’ [5] (In reality the pilot, S Cody, was American!) [He
became a British citizen at the Doncaster meeting – ed.] And,
equally, the subsequent Rheims Aviation Week was dominated
by the French with ten different types of aircraft, one of which,
the Monoplane Antoinette, attained a height of 1,400 feet. [6]
The French, however, were less successful in
developing dirigibles. The semi-rigid airship La Patrie,
constructed by the Lebaudy brothers in 1906, made a series of
test flights including one in which the Prime Minister, George
Clemenceau, and the Minister of War, George Picquart, were
passengers;[7] however, on 30th November, 1907, it
disappeared without trace somewhere to the north-west of
Scotland after breaking free from its moorings at Verdun.
Furthermore, her sister ship La République, built for the French
army, was destroyed in a crash landing.
The initial British efforts to design military dirigibles
were not a resounding success. In 1906, Colonel John Capper
of the Royal Engineers was made commander of the Balloon
School at Aldershot and the factory at Farnborough. He,
together with Colonel Templer and S Cody, developed the
British army’s first airship, the Nulli Secundus (Second to
None) and, on 5th October 1907, they piloted the ship on its
maiden flight from Farnborough to the City of London. After
successfully reaching St Paul’s Cathedral, they met strong
headwinds and had to make a forced landing at Crystal Palace,
where, over the next few days, the ship was battered to bits by
the high winds. It had to be dismantled and returned
ignominiously to Farnborough by motor lorry.[8]
Although Colonel Templer claimed that the damage had
been slight, the public had been made plainly aware that there
were serious shortcomings and work began on a completely
redesigned airship which the periodical Punch called the
‘Second to None Second.’ A number of short test flights were
made during the summer of 1908, but constant technical
failures led to the work being abandoned. Nulli Secundus II
would never fly again.
The newspaper baron Lord Northcliffe, owner of the
Daily Mail and, from March 1908, The Times, was a constant
critic of the lack of progress made by Britain in this new
technology of aeronautics. Articles were published on a regular
basis that emphasised the tremendous strides that Britain’s
continental rivals were making and as early as 1906,
Northcliffe had dispatched his own journalist, W R Wile, to
Berlin to monitor and report on German progress. ‘We are
painfully backward in every branch of aerial navigation; and
yet for naval and military reasons it is most essential that we
should lead the world in the new science.’[9]

In 1908, H G Wells published The War in the Air,
which caught the public’s imagination and highlighted the
potential military threat from Zeppelins. The novel depicted a
German attack by airships on the United States and eventual
Teutonic world domination. ‘With the coming of these new
weapons her [Germany’s] collective intelligence thrilled with
the sense that now her moment had come. Once again in the
history of progress it seemed she held the decisive weapon.
Now she might strike and conquer - before the others had
anything but experiments in the air’.[10]
The constant barrage of criticism and rising public
anxiety eventually persuaded the new Prime Minister, H H
Asquith, to take action. In October 1908, he set up under Lord
Esher the Aerial Navigation Committee, a sub-committee of
the Committee of Imperial Defence, to examine and report on
three aspects of aerial navigation: what were the dangers to
which we would be exposed; the naval or military advantages
that we might expect to derive; and, thirdly, the amount to be
expended on aerial experiments. Unfortunately, the naval and
military representatives had their own agendas and objectives.
Only three expert witnesses were called, including Colonel
Capper, but their views were largely rebutted or ignored.
General Sir William Nicholson, Chief of the Imperial General
Staff, ‘was unable to see that much of military value could be
secured by the employment of any device of aeronautical
technology.’[11] He remained a dominant, aggressive and
quarrelsome member of the committee, imposing views that
were fully reflected in the final report. Captain Reginald
Bacon, the Admiralty representative, was under strict
instructions from the First Sea Lord, Admiral Sir John Fisher,
to obtain approval for the development of a naval rigid airship.
The Committee duly allocated £35,000 for this purpose and
Messrs Vickers were contracted to undertake the work. The
Secretary of State for War, R B Haldane, thought that Colonel
Capper and his coterie were merely ‘clever empiricists’[12]
and that the development of complex flying machines should
not be left to non-scientific enthusiasts; even the American
pioneers of heavier-than-air flight, the Wright brothers, were
similarly dismissed. Haldane, who had been educated at
Gottingen University and had met the Kaiser and German high
command on an official visit in 1906, was fully aware that ‘we
were at a profound disadvantage compared with the Germans,
who were building up the structure of the Air Service on a
foundation of science.[13] But, as a barrister, he did not have
the military background or knowledge to oppose General
Nicholson’s staunchly held anachronistic views. Under
Haldane’s insistence, the committee concluded that the Army
should stop all work with aeroplanes (albeit temporarily), but a
further £10,000 was allocated for experiments with non-rigid
balloons [sic]. In April 1909 he took the crucial decision to set
up the Advisory Committee for Aeronautics under the
chairmanship of Lord Rayleigh, the distinguished physicist and
Nobel laureate. The research was to be undertaken by the
National Physical Laboratory. Asquith, in an address to the
House of Commons, could declare that ‘the Government is
taking steps towards placing its organisation for aerial
navigation on a more satisfactory footing.’[14]
Colonel Capper was perhaps the first Army officer to
address the issue of defence against airships and aeroplanes. In
November 1909, in a lecture at Woolwich, he pointed out that
‘at heights of 5,000 to 6,000 feet only howitzers or specially
constructed guns with high angles of elevation could reach the
balloons.’[15] In addition, The Times questioned ‘if an airship
can be hit in spite of its size, since it can do much ... at such
distances that it remains an unhittable speck of unknown
elevation.’[16] The failure of the British Army to embrace the

new science of aerial navigation was particularly evident in the
almost total lack of forethought or planning given during the
years leading up to the Great War. No effort was made to set
up even an elementary air defensive system to protect the
nation from attack or to develop anti-aircraft artillery capable
of destroying Zeppelins. In contrast, when Winston Churchill
took over as First Lord of the Admiralty in October 1911, the
Royal Navy hastily started to develop with Messrs Vickers a
new purpose-built 3-inch 20-cwt high-angle gun with a quickfiring breech mechanism, capable of firing a shrapnel shell to a
height of some 17,000 feet. It was essentially intended for
deployment on warships and to protect naval arsenals against
aerial attack. The first ‘mark one’ prototypes of the new
weapon were deployed in March 1914, just four months before
hostilities started, and had to be modified for use on land.
Equally, Churchill fully supported the development of the
Royal Naval Air Service and took lessons himself, flying over
150 sorties. As a consequence of these actions, at the outbreak
of the First World War, the anti-aircraft defences of the
homeland became the responsibility of the Royal Navy.
The German fleet of airships by that stage consisted of
11 Zeppelins, each capable of carrying 1,000 pounds of bombs.
The latest P-class model had a total volume in excess of
1,000,000 cubic feet, a length of over 500 feet and, with its
four engines, was capable of operating at between 8,000 and
10,000 feet. But Kaiser Wilhelm II was reluctant to unleash his
fleet and launch attacks on England. There was always the
hope that Germany could come to some separate agreement
with England and ‘the point of view of the Chancellor, F von
Bethmann Hollweg (1856-1921), was that, if we were to come
to an understanding with England, we were not to irritate
her.’[17] This was not the view of Alfred von Tirpitz, the
German Naval Minister. In his Memoirs, published after the
end of the war, he stated ‘a really effective concentrated
bombardment of London by all available means ... would have
been justified as one way of shortening this inhumane
war.’[18]
Kontreadmiral Behncke, Deputy Chief of the German
Naval Staff, and Fregattenkapitän Strasser, Commander of the
Naval Airship Division, were of a similar opinion. Behncke
was a strong advocate of aerial attacks on England; he argued
that Article 25 of the Hague Convention did not apply to
London since it contained many military establishments
including anti-aircraft defences. Increasingly, the Kaiser came
under extreme pressure from Behncke, especially following a
series of raids by the Royal Naval Air Service (RNAS).
Operating from bases near Dunkirk and from Belfort in eastern
France, these attacks were far behind the front line and
successfully targeted the vulnerable Zeppelin bases at
Düsseldorf and Cologne as well as the Zeppelin manufacture at
Friedrichshafen near Lake Constance. Although the Germans
acknowledged that ‘we respected the rights of the noncombatants; they lay the principal blame for the subsequent
bombing warfare on the French who attacked Freiburg (and
Karlsruhe), an open town well behind the battle line in
December 1914.’[19] This argument is difficult to accept in
that both these towns are situated just over the French border
and by that stage the Germans occupied large areas of northern
France and the whole of Belgium. In November 1914 they set
up a new Zeppelin base at Ghistelles near Ostend and
progressively the German restrictions were lifted: raids on
England were authorised by the Kaiser from 9th January 1915,
but it was not until 20th July that full unrestricted bombing of
London was finally permitted.
On 31st May 1915 the first Zeppelin air raid on London
took place, coinciding with the replacement of Winston
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Churchill as First Sea Lord by Arthur Balfour. The Kaiser’s
partial embargo still restricted the attack to the East End and
Dockland area. Bombs fell to the north of Old Street and in
Shoreditch within 500 yards of Armoury House. Although the
material destruction was slight, the collateral damage resulted
in the death of seven civilians with a further 35 injured. At this
stage in the war, the anti-aircraft defences of London were
virtually non-existent, consisting of four QF 6-pounder
Hotchkiss guns, six QF 1-pounder pom-poms and two of the
newly developed 3-inch 20-cwt guns, which were located
respectively in Regent’s Park and at Tower Bridge. All these
guns were restricted to firing shrapnel shells, and, as a
consequence, injury to the public from unexploded ordnance
was a major concern to the authorities. In addition, only the 3inch guns were capable of hitting a Zeppelin flying at 10,000
feet or more.
Although a news blackout was imposed by the
government, the public reaction was one of widespread alarm
at the authorities’ evident lack of ability to respond effectively
to this new military threat. There was ‘a deep and universal
anger that such attacks should be made upon our defenceless
women and children.’[20] In addition, a suspicion grew ‘that
unpleasant truths were being deliberately hid from a nervous
public.’[21] Balfour’s first reaction to the blatant attack on the
capital was to insist that the defence of London should no
longer be the responsibility of the Royal Navy, but should be
transferred to Lord Kitchener and the War Office. Throughout
the month of June, inter-service negotiations were held but
Kitchener remained adamant and refused to sanction any such
request.
Balfour was left with no choice but to start building a
solid anti-aircraft defence system around London and
immediately appointed Admiral Sir Percy Scott to ‘take over
the gunnery defence of London.’[22] Mr Balfour reminded the
admiral that ‘the means of defence at that time were very
inadequate.[23] Scott was a gunnery officer of tremendous
technical knowledge who had a formidable reputation, ‘having
attracted notice during the Boer War by devising and building
land service mountings for 4.7-inch guns from his ship, which
played a very critical role in the defence of Ladysmith.[24] In
turn, Scott recruited Commander A Rawlinson who, as a fluent
French speaker, had assisted in setting up the air defences of
Paris the previous year. In complete contrast to London, these
consisted of more than 200 guns including 82 high-angle
75mm QF guns capable of firing high explosive, shrapnel or
tracer. But Scott faced a series of real dilemmas. First, London
was far larger than Paris and he had neither the economic
resources nor the manpower to install the equivalent
concentration of defensive firepower over such a large area.
Secondly, he was very concerned about the ammunition
supplied as it ‘was exactly the opposite to what we wanted.
The shells had so small a bursting charge that they could do no
harm to a Zeppelin, and they returned to earth almost as intact
as when they were put into the guns.’[25]
Two successive raids on the nights of 7th and 8th
September 1915 concentrated in attacking London. In the
second one, four Zeppelins were launched in a concerted
effort, but only the L13, commanded by Kapitänleutnant
Heinrich Mathy, reached the capital, dropping bombs in a
continuous line stretching from Russell Square through to
Finsbury Circus. In all 40 people were killed and a further 115
injured with damage estimated at £540,000.[26] It was obvious
to the public that the airships were able to discharge their
heinous loads largely unmolested by the capital’s defences.
The outcry in the press was vitriolic, accusing the Germans of
behaving like anarchists with their ‘promiscuous
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bombardment’ of no military value; in contrast, the Cologne
Gazette reported on the ‘nightly visits ... to which England
must submit helplessly, because no measure of prevention can
protect her against the successful attacks, conducted with
endless technical superiority.’[27]
The Admiralty was forced into action. Urgent requests
were made to Admiral Sir John Jellicoe, Commander of the
Grand Fleet, who supplied 20 guns, and to Lord Kitchener,
who promptly gave some more, while a further 18 were located
by the Royal Navy. Within a very short time the number was
increased dramatically from the original 12 to 118. But the
mountings on these guns had to be modified so that they could
fire at a high angle; this took a considerable time.[28] It was
intended that the majority of the new equipment would be
deployed to static gun sites. But as the area to be defended was
so large, it was felt that a mobile unit, which could be moved
rapidly to wherever there was a threat, was indispensable. It
was therefore decided to transform Commander Rawlinson’s
RNVR squadron of armoured cars, which was based at the
Talbot car works at Wormwood Scrubs in west London, into a
mobile anti-aircraft brigade. Rawlinson was immediately
despatched to Paris, armed with a letter from Scott, to request
the French authorities to provide a mobile 75mm high-angle
gun. Through his previous contacts with General Gallieni, he
was able to obtain the required authorisation from the
Commander-in-Chief, Marshall Joffre. Armed with his prize,
Rawlinson was back in London within 72 hours and promptly
drove to Horse Guards’ Parade to demonstrate the gun to Mr
Balfour and Admiral Scott.
Rawlinson ‘was allowed ... absolute freedom in the
selection of the most advantageous “site” on which to bring his
single gun into action. He decided that ‘the centre of the City
would be, in the absence of all defence, the point most likely to
be selected by the enemy as their principal object of attack.[29]
He therefore sought a gun site that would be sufficiently close
so that there was a high probability of scoring a hit on any
Zeppelin attempting to bomb the Bank of England and ‘where
... the firing of a high-velocity gun would do the least injury to
the surrounding buildings.’[30] On 6th October 1915 a letter
from the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty was addressed
to Major F C Bell, Officer Commanding Administrative Centre
HAC, giving notice as to the taking over of the Honourable
Artillery Company grounds, under the powers of the Defence
of the Realm (Consolidation) Regulations 1914, to establish an
anti-aircraft station.
Within a week, on the night of 13th/14th October, there
was a renewed attack on the capital by three airships. Zeppelin
L15, commanded by Kapitänleutnant Breithaupt, concentrated
on the centre. Flying in over Wembley, he started dropping
bombs over the Strand and the Law Courts. Rawlinson’s unit
was alerted at their base at Wormwood Scrubs. ‘At 9.5, we
started, myself driving my own fast car and leading the
procession, the gun and caisson following at intervals of fifty
yards.’[31] The convoy drove flat out through the West End
touching 56mph along Holborn and, after bursting through
some road works, arrived at the Artillery Garden within 20
minutes. The enemy aircraft was already visible travelling at an
altitude of 10,000 feet and at an estimated speed of 50mph.
The gun was brought immediately into action and fired a highexplosive shell at a range of 5,000 yards and an elevation of
40° (quadrant angle). The ‘estimated perpendicular height of
the “burst” was 7,200 feet, but it was short.’[32] There was
then a hiatus. The airship came straight towards the gun
position without swerving at all. ‘Almost as the (first) shell
burst the gun-layer called, “Gun no longer bears, Sir” which
signified that the target ... had entered the “dead circle” which
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August 1916, when ‘the Secretary reported that the RNAS 31. Ibid, p 23
guns had been removed from the grounds and the crews 32. Ibid, p 30
33. Ibid. p 28
gone.’[36]
34. Scott, p 313
Although the Germans continued to launch attacks on 35. Rawlinson, p 5
England with ever more powerful and bigger airships, the raids 36. Minutes of the Court of Assistants of the Honourable Artillery Company,
30th August 1916, p 451
progressively became fewer as the enemy became to rely more
37. Castle, lan, pp 90-91
on their Gotha bomber squadrons. There were only four raids 38. Ashmore, E B, Defense Antiaerienne, (Paris) 1933, p 7
by airships in the last year of the war and none targeted
London. On 5th August 1918 the final
airship raid took place; Fregattenkapitän
Strasser commanded the L70, the Navy’s
latest Zeppelin. Over the Norfolk coast he
was intercepted by two aircraft at 13,000
feet and the airship ‘plunged seaward a
blazing mass.’[37] Strasser, who had been
the inspiration and driving force behind the
attacks on Britain throughout the war, died
along with his crew. In total, the 112 raids
of the Great War resulted in the death or
injury of 4,951 civilians.[38] But London
owed a great debt to Admiral Scott and
Commander Rawlinson, whose prompt
action in the autumn of 1915 in acquiring
the French 75mm guns that were capable of
firing high-explosive shells must have saved
many lives and limited the ‘collateral
(l to r) Admiral Sir Percy Scott. Commander Rawlinson and Grand Duke Michael of Russia
inspect the French 75mm auto-canon at Kenwood House
damage.’
JOHN MALPASS
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COMMANDER HAROLD BUTLER WYN EVANS
M.B.E., R.C.N.C., M.I.N.A., A.F.R.Ae.S.
Submitted by his grand-daughter Christine Dalton

Harold Butler Wyn Evans was born on November 1st 1885 in Hornsey,
Middlesex. He was the eldest child of John Tom Evans, a Head teacher and,
originally, from Brynammon, S.Wales, and Penelope Mary Annie Baker, from
Baldock, Herts. After schooling at Crouch End Primary and Owen’s Grammar School
Harold became an Engineer Cadet at the Royal Naval Engineering College at
Devonport in 1902. He left in 1906 as the Senior Chief Cadet Captain and was
awarded the Sword of Honour. He then went to the Royal Naval College at
Greenwich where he qualified as a Naval Constructor.
His first posting in 1912 was to H.M. Dockyard,
Portsmouth where he was Constructor Lieutenant on HMS
Monarch during its sea trials and was on the staff of the
Commander-in-Chief, Home Fleet. In 1913 he joined the
Admiralty D.N.C Department where he was now working on
submarines and torpedo boats at Barrow and, in 1915, he was
seconded to the Government’s Submarine Attack Committee.
He married Doris Lilian Matthews on December 31st
1914 in St Martin in the Fields Church, London. She was the
daughter of Alderman David Matthews, J.P. from Swansea. He
had also been Mayor of Swansea and M.P. for Swansea East.
They had two children: John David (who was killed in WW2)
and Eira Mary.
Later in 1915 Harold moved to be Admiralty Overseer
for H.M. Rigid Airships and became Chief Admiralty Overseer
in 1917. During this time he worked on HMA R9 in 1916 and
both R23 and R26 in 1917. During 1918 he was involved with
the R29 and R33 plus the R39 in 1919. He was awarded the
M.B.E. in 1919 for his contribution to the war effort.
In 1919 and into 1920, Harold (or Wyn as he was often
known) was part of the Inter Allied Aeronautical Commission
of Control in Germany. This group looked into the German
military following the war.
On his return in 1920, he became Head of Airship
Design at the Royal Airship Works, Cardington and was made
Superintendent in 1921. He wrote a paper entitled ‘The
Standardization of Data for Airship Calculations’ which was
read in March 1921 at the meeting of the Institution of Naval
Architects. This is on file both in the Ventry Collection and in

the USA. In fact, it has recently been mentioned as a source for
another academic work published last year.
Following the loss of R38, when airship development
ceased, Harold became Chief Technical Officer for the Marine
Aircraft Experimental Establishment on the Isle of Grain and
in Felixstowe in 1922.
He returned to the Royal Airship Works in 1924 when
airship activities resumed and was Officer in Charge of Design,
Research & Construction of H.M. Airships until 1926. In that
year he was transferred to Farnborough and became Senior
Technical Officer in the Airworthiness Department at the
Royal Aircraft Establishment.
Three years later, in 1929, he moved to the Directorate
of Technical Development (DTD) at the Air Ministry in
London until 1933 when he returned to Felixstowe working
with seaplanes as Chief Technical Officer for the Marine
Aircraft Experimental Establishment.
1936 saw Harold back at the Air Ministry, at the DTD,
where he worked on Kite Balloons. This led him to become
Superintendent at the Balloon Development Establishment in
Cardington in 1939. In 1940 Balloon development was
transferred to the Balloon Command, RAF and Harold was the
Principal Technical Officer for Technical Intelligence at
Harrogate whilst the transference took place.
In 1941 he had his last posting to become Officer in Charge of
the Aircraft Recognition, Training and Materials Branch,
Ministry of Aircraft Production for all Allied Forces. When
this branch was absorbed into the Ministry of Supply in 1946
Harold retired at the age of 60 in May of that year. ♣

Harold Butler Wyn Evans was Chief Admiralty Overseer for H.M. rigid airships in 1918 and supervised construction of Britain’s
most successful and long-serving experimental airship – R33.
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HISTORICAL SECTION

AIRSHIP, AHOY!
The Big American ZR-2, Sir, from London to New York and Points West
By Clifford Albion Tinker
Found online and submitted by John Taylor in
LESLIE'S ILLUSTRATED WEEKLY
The Oldest Illustrated Weekly Newspaper in the United States
July 30 and August 6, 1921.

Airplanes and seaplanes were born in America. Rigid airships are a product of Europe,
and Germany is their godmother. Now, however, America seems to be about to come
into her own in the matter of rigid airships, for some time during this August the largest
rigid in the world will be brought from England to the United States under her own
power to take her place in the Naval air forces of the country.
While she will be the second airship to cross from England to America, the R-34
having the distinction of being the first, the newcomer, known in England as the R-38
and to our Navy as the ZR-2, comes to stay, and her arrival will mark the beginning of
the development of rigid airships in the United States. Paste this in your scrap-book.
The date of the ZR-2's arrival in this country will begin a new chapter in the aeronautical history of the Western Hemisphere.
The ZR-2 was built for us in England, but it now seems
probable that no more rigid airships will be bought abroad by
the Navy, inasmuch as our own designers and manufacturers
have solved the difficulties of rigid airship design and
construction. We are now building at the Naval Aircraft
Factory in Philadelphia the ZR-1, a sister ship of the ZR-2,
although she will not be available for use until early next year.
Notwithstanding the fact that the ZR-2 and the ZR-1 are
designed primarily as Naval aircraft for war purposes, the
navigation and operation of the two ships will be identical with
craft of the same character designed exclusively for
commercial purposes. It is only needed that passenger cabins
be built on the two ships to fit them for air transport carrying.

An underside view of the monster ZR-2 nearing
completion for the United States at Bedford, England. It
will have a cruising radius of nearly 7,000 miles—across
the Atlantic and back without stopping.
Although the ZR-2 is a Naval airship, Captain William
A. Moffat, U. S. N. Director of Naval Aviation, plans to send
the ZR-2 on trips across and throughout the United States, in
an attempt to verify the belief that rigid airships can be made a
commercial possibility in this country.
Now, Mr. Taxpayer, don’t throw your good nature into

the discard. The Navy is not going to waste public money in
flitting around the United States with the ZR-2. But it is going
to try out various routes across the country, stopping at
important centers, such as Chicago, Omaha, and Salt Lake
City, and such terminals as Seattle, San Francisco, and San
Diego. This is a Naval necessity, because our Naval rigids
must be transferred from coast to coast as the national defense
requires, and, again, commercial airships must be built and
operated to furnish a reserve fleet in time of war.
Airships cost so much money at the present time that it
is not desirable for the Navy to build up a large fleet of rigids,
but it must lead the way for their construction and use by
private capital. No less an individual than the President,
Warren G. Harding, in a message to Congress states that the
Navy and the Army must extend every legitimate aid to the
aeronautical industry in this country in order that we may have
manufactories to rely upon for needed equipment in war time,
and to furnish a reservoir of reserve pilots and mechanicians to
man our aerial fleets as well.
The projected trips of the ZR-2 across the country will
not take place one moment too soon, for it is the firm
conviction of a large group of business men in America that
airship transport as a supplementary agency for
transcontinental traffic will pay, and even now a company with
tremendous financial backing is about to begin the construction
of airships and the building of terminals from coast to coast, to
commence, in another season, regularly scheduled airship
sailings.
The engineer-in-chief of this projected airship transport
corporation, Mr. Edward Schildhauer, the man who designed
and installed all the electrical equipment and machinery of the
Panama Canal, has just returned from Europe where he
inspected the airship manufactories in England and the
Continent, and familiarized himself with the engineering and
operating problems as they obtain abroad. He finds that rigid
airship transportation routes in Germany were a financial
success; hundreds of thousands of miles were flown on
schedule, and thousands of passengers were carried without
loss of life. If success rewarded the efforts of those engaged in
the enterprise in the narrow confines of Continental Europe,
how much more likely will similar efforts be crowned with
success in a country having the continental extent of the United
States? We are a traveling people; we must get there instanter airships are the answer.
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Asia, and Africa, fulfilling the prophecies and dreams of bygone centuries; reversing the idiot's maxim “Anticipation is
better than realization”; for this feat was accomplished with
ease and physical enjoyment sufficient to cause Alexander the
Great, who stubbed about this part of the world in a spring-less
chariot, to turn in his grave.

Here's a model of the new Lakehurst hangar — the
largest in the world — where the ZR-2 will be housed
when it reaches America. It is big enough for a building
175 feet wide, two city blocks long and 15 stories high to
be built inside without touching the sides.
SOME HANGAR!
The fastest transcontinental train, leaving New York at
5:30 P.M. on Saturday, arrives at San Francisco at 5:10 P.M.
on the following Wednesday. An airship, such as the ZR-2,
leaving New York at the same hour as the train will be in San
Francisco at 5 A. M. on Monday. Three business days saved. I
vote for the airship.
British airships, also the ZR-2 and ZR-1, are based on
German designs, and correctly. An incident of the Great War,
seemingly forgotten or little advertised, proves that the German
airship designers were on the right track. Read it for yourself.
Early on the morning of November 21, 1917, word was
passed at the German hangar at Jamboli, Bulgaria, to “bring
out the airship,” and in a few minutes the great cigar shaped
form of the war-built Zeppelin, L-59, was stretched across the
airdrome. A few sharp words of command and the crew sprang
to their stations. At 7:35 a.m., the order to “rise” was given
and, with a whirring of propellers and droning of motors, the
big supply-laden ship took the air and started on her long
journey to German East Africa. Although subsequent events
proved that this voyage was begun too late to be of assistance
to the besieged Germans in that far-away colony, it did prove
the practicability of long-distance travel by airship; for this
German rigid made a flight of seven thousand three hundred
kilometres, completely outclassing the performance of the R34. This, while nearly two years earlier than the trans-Atlantic
achievement, is the record non-stop air trip of the world.
One hour of flight above the spectacular Balkan scenery
brought the L-59 over the once pagan city of Hadrian's
founding, the Thracian town of Adrianople, spread out on the
eastern bank of the Hebrus, and from this point until 6.00 p.m.,
when Smyrna was reached, the ship passed over the most
beautiful changing scenery of the ancient world; cities of the
ages, sparkling in the sunlight, topped by faultless domes and
slender minarets; grove-clad hillsides, a crazy-quilt of light and
shade; gridirons of old roads, once crowded by the hosts of
Persia, of Macedonia, of Greece and Rome; sites of famous
battles fought in the dawn of history; the blue ribbon of the
Dardanelles; the wandering routes of the Crusaders. Beneath
the ship the cradle of classical history had passed in review;
and now Smyrna, bathed in the long rays of the late-afternoon
sun, gave back a wealth of color and Oriental loveliness.
From Smyrna across the Gulf of Scala Nova to the
channel of Lipsos was a run of two hours in the gathering
darkness, the beautiful foam-edged islands of the Greek
Archipelago being dimly seen to starboard as the airship
thrummed along. During the night the rigid crossed the
Mediterranean, leaving it behind at Ras Bulau on the morning
of the 22nd at a quarter past five, and from that point the
course was shaped, always southward, across the Lybian
Desert. Thus, in seventeen and one-half hours, the giant rigid
had passed over portions of three great continents, Europe,
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Does this look like a balloon? Scarcely, but it's a view
through the enormous framework hull of ZR-2. This air
monster will have a dead weight of 33 tons, yet it will fly
like a bird from England to New York at 60 miles an hour.
The flight above the desert was crowded with interest
for the airship's crew. Half an hour after midday they flew over
the oasis of Farafrah, its giant palms and flat-roofed buildings
offering a unique spectacle to the men overhead, while the
inhabitants were nearly frantic at the approach of the “ghost of
the sky” with its roarings and suspicious movements. It is safe
to say that the Lybians will long remember the airship, and
they undoubtedly will jealously guard the tin souvenirs of the
sky in the guise of empty meat and fruit cans which the crew
threw down on the oasis as the L-59 passed over its center.
From Farafrah the route bore away for the oasis Dachel,
which was reached in mid-afternoon. On the way the crew
spied a caravan swish-swishing along the sandy road which
stretches over the desert between the oases; and consternation
changed to confusion and pell-mell flight when the caravan
sighted the ship. It was not until nearly out of sight that the
crew noted signs of reassurance in the caravan which slowly
swung into column and resumed its interrupted journey.
The ship passed over Khartum at sun set. The young-old
city, bathed in the afterglow of a brilliant sky, was an imposing
sight. Under such conditions travel by airship is ideal, the
landscape unfolds to a distant horizon, details of the terrain are
thrown in relief and made vivid by the slanting sunbeams
which illumine the heated dust, while the buildings in the city
become a shining sea of tile with frosted beacon-like towers to
catch and hold the eye until the changing aspect silhouettes the
roof-line against the golden sky as your ship speeds into the
waiting twilight.
Khartum is the city of Gordon; on one of those flat
roofs that hero often stood and searched with weary eyes the
ever flowing Nile and the hot, dust-laden sandy trail for the
column of Englishmen who came too late, or the fleet of boats
which failed.
Taking bearings at Khartum the L-59 flew on her course
at an altitude of fifty four hundred feet, until ten minutes of

three on the morning of November 23rd when a wireless
The “three-point” mooring system was employed. Three
message from Nauen in far-away Germany recalled the huge concrete blocks were sunk into the ground at the apices of
voyagers; an order from the Admiralty staff read: “Return at an equilateral triangle, and from these blocks cables were led
once, East Africa has surrendered.”
to a ring in the center of the triangle to which was fastened the
Take notice, all ye dusty-throated, cinder-eyed railroad mooring swivel which permits a ship to swing around in the
travellers, and all ye seasick, bleary-eyed steamship voyagers, wind without tangling up the gear. It was necessary to provide
here is a new means for traveling in comfort, quickly, and with 2,000,000 cubic feet of hydrogen in steel hydrogen containers
a panorama of land and sea spread out before you in a natural stacked up on the edges of the field, and hundreds of feet of
relief map, the beauties of which cannot be seen by any other hose was laid out on the ground to convey the hydrogen. The
means of conveyance.
water supply for ballast was another matter requiring special
The slight discomforts to the crews of the L-59 on its hose connections, all of which had to be led up to the ship by
flight to Africa and the R-34 in crossing the Atlantic would not using a captive balloon.
be experienced in a commercial airship because the two ships
When the R-34 approached the landing field an officer
in question were war models and comfort was not a particular was obliged to jump from the ship with a parachute in order to
consideration in their design.
superintend the landing.
Since the two voyages above referred to, great strides
When the ZR-2 reaches Lakehurst, she will go direct to
have been made in the methods of handling rigid airships. a mooring mast. In order to do this, a steel cable will be led
Mooring masts have been perfected, which reduce the time of from a winch at the foot of the mast, up the mast, and 600 feet
landing from hours to minutes, and the number of men on the ground in the direction from which the ship approaches.
required for the operation from 450 to six. When the ZR-2 Two men stand by the end of the cable, two men at the winch,
reaches America there will be mooring masts available for her and two men at the top of the mast. This is all the crew that is
use at the Naval Air Station, Lakehurst, N. J., where the big necessary.
ship will be housed, and probably in
As the ZR-2 approaches the
Washington, Chicago, Omaha, Salt
mast, 600 to 700 feet above the field,
Lake City, and the big cities on the
she will let out her mooring cable in a
West Coast.
huge loop, and when the loop is over the
This mooring mast business has
end of the mast cable, the outboard end
reduced the cost of handling rigid
will be dropped to the ground. As soon
airships 75 per cent. at least, because
as the two cables are joined, ballast will
heretofore, one of the chief reasons for
be released and the ship will rise to
the delay in development of airship
about 1200 feet; then she will be
transport lines has been the cost of
brought down by operating the winch,
terminals and intermediate stations, as
until the bow cone fits into the device
sheds large enough to house such huge
on the mast and is locked. Sway cables
balloons have been prohibitive from
are used, also, to steady the bow when
the financial angle. Now, with a mast,
the ship is within 40 or 50 feet of the
it will be only necessary to provide
head of the mast. Airships have been
housing facilities at the terminals of air
moored and unmoored at mooring masts
transport lines and inasmuch as repair
in winds as high as 50 miles an hour, an
and upkeep work will be among the
impossibility by any other method.
activities maintained at a terminal there
At Lakehurst is also provided the
will always be sufficient personnel to
largest airship hangar in the world; big
handle the airship, absorbing the cost in
enough inside and with doors large
the
general
maintenance
enough to take into the interior a
appropriations.
building 175 feet wide, 15 stories high,
The simplicity of the mooring
and as long as two city blocks. The
mast leads one to wonder why it did
doors of this hangar furnish a wind
not make its appearance when airships
break, and behind these breaks the ZR-2
were first designed. It is merely a
may be “walked” in and out during
latticed steel tower having a platform at
windy weather which otherwise would
the top and a revolving cylinder with
make it impossible to use the ship.
an inverted cone at its head, into which
People in little old New York,
fits a cone on the bow of the airship, Some of the crew scaling the mooring mast
when they view the ZR-2 as she
the two cones being locked together by to enter the huge airship through the bow. maneuvers about the city on her arrival in
spring hooks. Pipes lead up the mast,
America, will realize that the ship is no
which carry gasoline, hydrogen gas, lubricating oil, and water plaything. She is 694 feet long, and has a diameter of 84 feet,
ballast, and commercial masts are provided with an elevator for and a lifting capacity of 90 tons; she has a cruising radius of
transferring passengers and freight back and forth from the 5,600 nautical miles, and while her cruising speed is 50 knots,
ground to the ship.
she is capable of making 60 knots fully loaded. She has six
When the R-34 came to the United States, in 1919, we motors, giving 2,100 horse power, and her gas capacity is
did not have any hangars large enough to house such a huge 2,724,000 cubic feet of hydrogen. The dead weight of the ship
airship, nor did we possess a single mooring mast. It was is 33 tons.
necessary to provide at Mineola, Long Island, mooring
The R-34 was 648 feet long, with a gas capacity of
facilities and a large handling crew of about 500 soldiers and 2,000,000 cubic feet. The L-59 was 645 feet long, with a gas
sailors, in order that the ship might land and to prevent damage capacity of 1,942,000 cubic feet; but her total horse-power was
only 1,200, and her total lift but 59 tons. ♣
to her structure whatever the weather conditions might be.
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MULTIPLE MOORING METHODS
Extract from Ground Handling Large Airships by Giles Camplin
The French in particular, had some initial success when
they attached a large downward-pointing spike to the bottom of
their control cars, thereby allowing some of their early nonrigids to pivot into wind as gusts came and went, but the idea
was abandoned after Le Patrie was literally torn from the
hands of her numerous ground crew and blown out to sea.
Thereafter the problem was tackled by the British
military who solved it for their First War blimps in two ways.
Firstly by seeking shelter:
“Mooring of the small
non-rigids was carried out on
the ground in quarries or bays
cut into woods away from their
bases which greatly assisted the
value of their operations.”
(Williams, 1974:151)

Secondly, by the development
of the nose mooring mast.
Initially, work on this was done
by Vickers at Barrow with
small blimps, (using the double-headed Masterman Mast), and
latterly it was taken up and perfected at the dedicated
experimental base near Pulham, where large rigid ships, such
as R28 and R33, tested the famous high mooring mast. The
culmination of this work, some ten
years after the Armistice, was the
erection of a Mooring Tower at
Cardington and of others in Canada,
Egypt and India.
However, it was the success
of the early trials that led the
Americans in 1922 to build their
own high mast at their new Naval
Air Station at Lakehurst, and, then
to licence Major Scott’s patented,
tower-top connection system for use
with their own home built ZRS-1
Shenandoah. The break-up of this
airship in mid-air; the Americans’
prolonged experimentation thereafter with their German-built
LZ-126 Los Angeles, along with their eventual disenchantment
with the high mast and subsequent
development of the low- or stubmast, are all well-known and well
documented elsewhere.
Less well-known, but far
more potentially interesting from
the Ground Handling perspective,
are the American trials of the Ford
mast at Dearborn, with its
“vertical railway” for lowering an
airship to the ground - two
airships used the mast but the
railway was never tested - and the
fitting of a mooring mast onto a
sea-going ship, which was a
proven success.
“Through the night, and
during the following day, the
Shenandoah was on the mast with
no trouble, experiencing fresh
breezes to calm, and swung in a
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complete circle around
the Patoka’s masthead,
safely clearing all top
hamper. The duty watch
found that even with
daytime superheating, it
was much easier to keep
the airship trimmed and
ballasted than when on
the mast at Lakehurst,
with convection currents
rising from the hot sand.”
(Robinson & Keller, 1982:88)

In later years, both ZRS-3 and ZRS-4 had similar
experiences on this same system. Moreover, the method of
capturing the airship’s mooring lines at sea, forced a reduction
of ground crew numbers, to more or less those who could fit
into a small boat - and it also explored the potential for yawguy booms - an idea that was proposed in a British patent (GB
252,517) by Barnes Wallis in 1926.
In terms of simply mooring out with very large airships,
these various systems really represent the state of the art, and it
is important to keep in mind that the large rigid airship has yet
to pass through a similar hardening process to that experienced
by both the gas balloons and the blimps. In reality, there have
really been very few attempts at operational hardening of very
large airships by prolonged survival outside of their sheds. ♣

---ooo000ooo---

ALL AT SEA
Photos of Floating Mooring Masts submitted by Rob Knotts

Patoka with Shenandoah

https://uncrate.com/dare-to-dream-airship-superyacht/
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THE AIRSHIP GUARANTEE CO.’S PROPOSED NEW AIRSHIP
From The Aeroplane - March 4th 1925

As all readers of the Daily Press are by now aware, the Airship Guarantee Co., with which
Commander Burney’s name is so largely associated, propose to introduce into the new 5,000,000 cubic foot
airship which they are to build under contract with the Air Ministry, a number of changes in general
arrangements from those which have been usual in previous rigid airships.

(Copyright Airship Guarantee Co.)

A sketch of the proposed new airship attached to a floating mooring mast
The most important of these is the suppression of any
external control and passenger cars and the arrangement of the
control position in the nose of the hull and of the passenger
accommodation inside the envelope. The engine cars will
remain in positions outside the hull as in earlier ships. The
obvious advantages to be gained are a distinct decrease in the
resistance of the ship. It is claimed that the effect in the case of
the ship now in hand will be an increase of some 10 m.p.h. (70
m.p.h. to 80 m.p.h.) with the same power, or a 50 per cent.
increase in radius of action at the same speed.
The placing of the control position in the nose of the
hull renders the use of the present type of single mooring
attachment impossible, and therefore a new form of two-point
mooring gear, by which the ship is attached to two projecting
arms carried on a rotating platform on the mooring mast is to
be used. It is claimed that this form of mooring gear has
distinct practical advantages over the original system, and that

in particular it facilitates mooring to a floating base – although
it is not quite clear how.
From the illustration of the proposed ship it appears that
the accommodation for passengers and crew is to be arranged
well up the sides of the hull, not in the keel, as might have been
expected. This would seem to involve unnecessary difficulty in
the way of providing access from one part of the living
quarters to another unless a good deal of gas-bag capacity is to
be sacrificed, and also to make it rather more difficult to ensure
that the quarters shall be kept free of gas – which is a
somewhat important matter.
The reduction of resistance has such a large effect on
the practical utility of the airship that there can be no doubt this
attempt to produce a streamlined airship is a move in the right
direction and the Airship Guarantee Co. are to be congratulated
upon having decided to face the by no means negligible
practical difficulties which undoubtedly will be encountered.♣
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MORE MOORING MASTS
By The Editor
Ground Handling is often said to be the Achilles Heel
of airship development. More specifically, the apparent failure
to find a reliable and secure method for mooring large airships
is held to be a major reason for abandoning their development.
This argument, however, does not hold up to a little historical
research, which quickly reveals not only that huge progress
was made in an extraordinarily short time but also how little
experimentation there actually has been.
For example, in less than 20 years the Mooring Mast
went from this: … On 2nd February 1911 in Belgium [Leonardo Torres
Quevedo] applied for privilege of invention for “Moyens de complement pour
Ballons dirigibles” (“Improvements in Mooring Arrangements for
Airships”). The new creation consisted of a post with a superior pivoting
platform, designed especially in order to be able to moor [his] airships
outdoors. There were three cables placed in the longitudinal intersections of the
lobes which joined at the nose, thus evenly distributing the tension throughout
the airship. What is more, the airship could turn around the axis of the post,
orientating itself automatically with the direction of the wind, always with the
least possible resistance.

the winch while the airship went astern, and to prevent further trouble the
Patoka altered course to correspond with the Shenandoah. This took the ship
towards shallow water but fortunately mooring was completed before any
trouble arose on this account.
When the airship had been hauled down to 200ft, a slipping clutch
on the winch caused a series of jerks and produced enough slack to allow the
line to jump a sheave at the foot of the mast and to jamb between sheave and
bearing. This took 15 minutes to clear and the wire was so badly frayed that
a manila rope preventer had to be fitted until a sufficiency of sound wire was
wound on to the drum.
The actual time taken by the operation was about two hours. The
mechanical troubles experienced are of course avoidable by improvement in
detail design of the hauling-in gear, and with a little experience on the part of
the Patoka it is known that the operation can be greatly speeded up. It is
also proposed to simplify the whole scheme by simply dropping the airship line
into the water astern and then dragging it up and over the after deck by
manoeuvring the airship suitably. It will then be coupled to the mast line
without the assistance of motor-boats.
The airship swung through 360° while at the mast and at no time
showed any signs of danger from fouling the Patoka’s top hamper. It is said
that the airship rides much more steadily over the sea than at the shore mast
at Lakehurst. There is, however, very acute discomfort both at the masthead
and in the ship’s control cabin caused by the smoke and fumes emitted by the
steamship’s funnel.4
And finally ending with the famous gigantic towers:

Torres Quevedo’s British Patent for the Mooring Mast, 1912.

1

… via experiments with the stick mast at Pulham in the
1920s which allowed R33 to survive gale force winds …2

DERA 4 R33 Airship at Pulham Mast with DH533

… to this in 1924 in the USA:
Mooring an Airship to a Ship - On August 8 the first attempt was
made to moor the US Navy’s rigid airship Shenandoah to the mooring mast
which has been erected on the USS Patoka - which is apparently a converted
oil carrier. The mast is 90ft high, erected on a deck 30ft clear of the water
and is fitted with a pair of yaw booms which take yaw lines from the airship,
when moored. The Patoka was directed to steam head to wind as slowly as
would maintain steerage way. The Shenandoah came down to 300ft altitude
astern of the ship and dropped her mooring line into the water where it was
picked up by a motor-boat and the end carried to another boat which held the
Patoka’s wire from the mast and the two lines coupled up.
The wind at 300ft being nearly due W instead of WSW at the
surface, Shenandoah had to drop her line to starboard of Patoka and adrift
across her wake. Owing to this drift and the airship’s tendency to rise, the
motor-boat found the end difficult to hold, but was successful in doing so at
the second attempt.
On starting to heave in, the difference between the surface wind and
that higher up made the Shenandoah drift across the Patoka and the bight in
the line fouled a fitting on the port yaw boom. This was cleared by reversing
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Constructed in 1926 the Cardington High Mast was 202 feet high and
70 feet in diameter at the base.

In 1929 this tower successfully held the R101 moored
through a week of 60-mph gales that culminated in a peak gust
of 83 mph. An impressive feat and yet the R101 only made 12
flights in its lifetime, while R100 made 10 (three of which were
the voyage to Canada). This means the high mast was barely
used 20 times before it was demolished. And, for comparison:
LZ127 Graf Zeppelin made 590 flights in its life-time; LZ126
Los Angeles 338; ZR4 Akron 73; ZR1 Shenandoah 58; and ZR5
Macon 54. Little more than 1,000 take-off and landing cycles
between them (only a small portion of them to masts). ♣
1

th

F.A.Gonzalez Redondo, Paper 71192 at 7 International Airship
Convention, Friedrichshafen, 2008
2
See www.thefullwiki.org/R33_class_airship
3
Photo found by Roger Allton in the UK National Archives
4
The Aeroplane Sep 10 1924 p 250

RIGID VERSUS SEMI-RIGID
By C. P. Hall

Recently, I received a copy of a new book, The Airship Roma Disaster In Hampton Roads by Nancy
E. Sheppard, The History Press, (www.historypress.net) Charleston, SC (2016). This small volume about a
brief historical episode is proportional to the story of the Roma, which began in Italy and ended in power
lines at an Army Depot in Hampton Roads, Virginia, USA. The history is well researched, the technical
details regarding a semi-rigid airship are a little less so. The lack of statistical details regarding Roma got me
thinking about a comment by Lt. Col V. C. Richmond regarding the possible superiority of the semi-rigid
type as compared to the rigid airship in certain cases. He compared the latest Parseval PL-25 to Bodensee.
This led me to compare comparable rigid airships to Roma to see if the superiority held true at about
1,200,000 cubic feet (cu ft) of lifting gas capacity. The following table is the product of my curiosity.

Airship
Builder
First flight
Hydrogen volume
(Lord Ventry)
Length
Diameter
(width)
Height
Gas cells
(ballonets)
Empty Weight
(Lord Ventry)
Useful Lift
Total lift
(Lord Ventry)
Engines
Total Horse power
Maximum Speed
(Lord Ventry)
Range

LZ-59 (L-20)
Luftschiffbau Zeppelin (Germany)
December 1915
1,264,100 cu ft
585 ft.
61 ft.
79 ft.
18
52,500 lbs.
39,250 lbs.
91,750 lbs.
4 X HsLu
900 h. p.
55.7 m. p. h.
-

R.80
T34 Roma
Vickers (UK)
Stabilimento Costuzioni Aeronautiche (Italy)
July 1920
September 1920
1,200,000 cu ft
1,193,000 cu ft
(1,204,000 cu ft)
535 ft.
420 ft.
70 ft.
82 ft.
86 ft.
92 ft.
15
12
6
45,800 lbs.
(52,416 lbs.)
(47,200 lbs.)
39,900 lbs.
37,120 lbs.
85,700 lbs.
81,124 lbs.
(84,320 lbs.)
4 X Wolseley/
6 X Ansaldo
Maybach
6 X Liberty
920 h. p.
2,700 h. p.
2,400 h. p.
60 m. p. h.
77 m. p. h.
(70 m. p. h.)
(68.3 m. p. h.)
6400 mi. @ 50 m. p. h.
3300 mi.@ ? m. p. h.

Data comparing airships from different nations is
always a challenge. For example the United States and the U.K
standardize the lift of hydrogen at 68 lbs/1,000 cu ft The
German figures, converting from the metric to lbs and cu ft
seems to come out just under 72.5 lbs/1,000 cu ft. Beware
however, for example, when U.S. sources cite the lift, when
inflated with hydrogen, of LZ-126 / ZR-3 Los Angeles. The
figures often reflect the German estimate, not the standard
calculated U.S. / U.K. figures.
In this case, Douglas Robinson’s figures are as he
converted them to lbs and cu ft. The R.80 numbers were often
cited in tons and converted by me at 2,240 lbs per ton. These
numbers do not match the calculation at 68 lbs/1,000 cu ft. The
Flight article was printed after the first R.80 flight and
presumably reveals Vickers’ figures from lift and trim trials?
The full speed figure was an estimate as no full speed run was

undertaken on the first flight. The drawings suggest that a
Vickers “Landing and mooring attachment” would be fitted;
however, Major Scott’s mooring cone was eventually installed.
This is reported to have affected lift and trim such that a ton of
ballast became a permanent fixture aft. For these reasons, Lord
Ventry’s figures are also cited. The primary source of Roma
data is the Van Dyk article which agrees with The Airship
Roma data when present. Very few sources offer empty weight
and useful lift figures for Roma and those cited herein are from
Lord Ventry.
CONCLUSION
Although Roma was over-engined, grotesque, and
contained features which can only be described as bizarre, it
seems safe to conclude that, while a semi-rigid might have an
advantage over a rigid design at 700,000 cu ft; over 1,000,000
cu ft any advantage disappeared.

Notes:
Data regarding LZ-59, (German naval designation L-20) is from The Zeppelin In Combat by Douglas Robinson, Schiffer Military/Aviation History, Atglen, PA (1994)
Data regarding R.80 is from Flight – Aircraft Engineer and Airships – “H. M. Airship ‘R.80’, A Description of the new Vickers-built Rigid Airship” August 26, 1920 except as
noted*
Data regarding Roma is from Gasbag Journal – “The U.S. Army Dirigible ROMA America’s First major Airship Disaster” by Hermann Van Dyk No. 42, December 1999
except as noted*
*Jane’s Pocket Book Of Airships edited by Lord Ventry and Eugene Kolesnik, First Collier Books Edition (1977) was used to fill in gaps and to offer alternative data.
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This is from POPULAR MECHANICS. The cover and other details are on Richard van Treuren’s webpage: http://zrsthemovie.com/?page_id=1418
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TO THE TOP OF THE WORLD BY AIRSHIP
By Wing Commander K. R. Greenaway
(Reference: Roundel, May 1960, Vol. 12, No. 4)

In 1958 I was senior navigator aboard the first airship to penetrate the Arctic in more than a quarter of
a century. We made the 4,700 nautical mile round-trip in a United States Navy ZPG-2, at no time exceeding
an altitude of 2,100 feet above sea level, to evaluate the use of lighter-than-air craft in supporting arctic
research. No airship had flown over the North American Arctic since the Norge travelled from Kings Bay,
Spitzbergen, to Teller, Alaska, via the pole in May 1926. However, in July 1931 the Graf Zeppelin, with the
late Dr. Hugo Eckener in command, flew over the Barents and Kara Seas north of the U.S.S.R.
Our departure point was the USN Air Development
Centre, South Weymouth, Mass., and destination was Ice
Island T-3, on which was located an I.G.Y. scientific research
team. Our airship was of standard configuration, measuring
348 feet in overall length and 110 feet in height. Powered by
two engines, the ZPG-2 could maintain an airspeed of 40-43
knots for 75 hours with a 14-man crew, provisions and survival
equipment and about 4,000 lbs (350 cu ft) of useful lift
available for cargo. The still air range was 3,000 nautical miles
under these conditions.
ROUTES
Resolute Bay, Cornwallis Island, was selected as the
northern base for the operation. Several factors had to be
considered when choosing the route and planning the flight.
For economical cruising an airship should be flown at low
altitude on long-range flights. When the airship climbed, the
pressure ceiling of the ballonets was usually exceeded and
helium had to be released; this reduced the lift capability and
an increase in engine power was required to offset the loss in
lift, accompanied by an adverse effect on range. Ideally, the
engines should be used for forward motion only. Air
temperatures were another factor to be considered. An increase
in temperature caused the helium to expand and when the
pressure limits of the ballonets were reached, helium was
released and the subsequent loss in lift was offset by an
increase in engine power.
An inland route via Fort Churchill was chosen because
of its shorter distance and prevailing light winds, although a
lower-flight altitude could have been maintained on the coastal
route. However, the inland route presented no altitude problem
as a detailed inspection of topographical maps revealed that the
route could be flown at 2000 feet or less, above mean sea level.
The increase in air temperature over the land during the day
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was not considered sufficient to cause trouble. This, of course,
was not the case as we found later.
PREPARATIONS
All unnecessary equipment was removed from the
airship to reduce the weight, and several modifications were
made to adapt the ship for high-latitude operations. The gyro
magnetic compass was modified to cut out magnetic slaving of
the directional gyro so that the compass system could be used
beyond Churchill where the magnetic heading became
unreliable. An N-l gyro compass system was also installed as a
safety measure. The extra effort to install the second compass
system paid off; shortly after leaving Churchill, the primary
gyro compass failed and the N-l was used to maintain direction
for the remainder of the operation.
In order to use the sun for heading checks, regardless of
its relative bearing, astro compass mounts were installed in
four positions, two fore and two aft.
A development model of the APN-77, a doppler
navigation system for helicopters, was installed to provide drift
and ground-speed information when over the Arctic Ocean.
Unfortunately, this equipment went unserviceable before
reaching the area. Neither the APS-33 search radar, which was
one of the primary navigation aids, nor the driftmeter, required
modifying for use in northern latitudes.
During June and early July, a party from the Naval Air
Development Unit visited Ottawa to arrange for the use of
Churchill and Resolute Bay. Helium, mooring facilities, and
ground handling personnel were required at both bases.
Temporary masts were erected at Churchill and Resolute Bay;
two flights were required to airlift the masts. Thirty men were
needed at each site to assist in ground handling the airship, in
addition to the seven key ground handling personnel flown in
by the support aircraft. Ground handling personnel were

provided by the US Army First Arctic Test Centre at Fort
Churchill and the RCAF at Resolute Bay. Arrangements were
made to use the limited helium supplies retained by the US
Army at Churchill and the US Weather Bureau at Resolute Bay,
if required.
Our airship flight crew consisted of four pilots, two
navigators, two flight mechanics, two riggers, two electronic
technicians, one radio man, and one electrician.
Two Canadian observers took part in the operation,
namely, Commodore O.C.S. Robertson, RCN, Canadian Joint
Staff, Washington, and Mr. N. Gray, Dept. of Mines and
Technical Surveys. All observers took part in the arctic portion
of the flight, but several of the group travelled to and from the
area with the support group personnel in a Constellation.
SOUTH WEYMOUTH TO AKRON
We planned to fly all the way to Churchill under 2,000
ft. above sea level by following the Hudson Valley to Albany,
the Mohawk Valley to Lake Ontario, across the Rideau Lakes
to the Ottawa River, up the Ottawa Valley to Earlton, and then
direct to Churchill, a distance of about 1,460 nautical miles.
The flying time would be 36 hours under normal cruise
conditions, and without a headwind.
The airship departed for Churchill at 23.00 hrs. on 27
July, so as to take advantage of the lower night temperatures
for the initial stage of the flight when the airship would be at
maximum weight. Higher air temperatures and more
widespread fog and cloud than had been forecast were
encountered shortly after take-off. The possibility of navigating
the Hudson Valley at the flight plan altitude of 1500 ft. was
ruled out and the airship was diverted to Lakehurst Naval Air
Station, the most favourable base. The ceiling at South
Weymouth had dropped below minimum.
Favourable winds and slightly lower temperatures were
forecast for 30 July and we took off at 05.00 hrs. The flight up
the Hudson and Mohawk valleys was made in daylight in good
visibility at an altitude of 800 ft; at noon the airship passed
over Kingston, Ontario, and headed for the Ottawa Valley.
Again, high air temperatures plagued the operation and helium
had to be released frequently to keep within the pressure limits
of the ballonets. Higher and higher power settings had to be
used as the lift capability was reduced. This raised the fuel
consumption beyond acceptable limits and made it impossible
to reach Churchill. A decision was made to divert to Akron,
Ohio, where the Goodyear Aviation Co. had suitable facilities.
Cleveland was reached at dark, but severe thunderstorms along
the south shore of Lake Erie throughout the night prevented
mooring until 09.00 hrs. the next morning. The night was spent
over Lake Erie, a safe distance off shore.
At Akron the ship was lightened to the maximum extent
commensurate with flight safety and crew fatigue. The crew
complement was reduced by one pilot and four technicians,
and about 1,000 lbs. of equipment was unloaded. The two
failures to reach Churchill clearly indicated that another
attempt should not be made until surface temperatures along
the route dropped from the mid-80's to the low-70's.
AKRON TO RESOLUTE BAY VIA CHURCHILL
By 2 August the temperature had dropped, and with a
forecast of favourable winds the airship departed Akron airport
at 01.30, 3 August, and headed across Lake Erie and western
Ontario to Lake Huron. The Akron-Churchill flight was
planned to take advantage of the lower temperatures over the
water, by following Lake Huron to Sault Ste Marie and across
Lake Superior to Lake Nipigon, and then direct to Churchill.
Arrangements were made by the support group, waiting at

Churchill, to refuel at Lakehead Airport if fuel consumption
was again higher than predicted. In the afternoon, 15 hours
after departing Akron, the airship was over Lake Superior
abeam Lakehead Airport. Although the flight was proceeding
as planned, it was decided to take advantage of the excellent
weather at Lakehead Airport and take on extra fuel as an added
precaution.
The airship landed on the runway and was refuelled on
the taxiway without mooring. A fuel truck with an extra long
hose was used to refuel and the airship was kept in position by
means of the engines assisted by about 25 ground handlers.
The operation, which included taking on 1,000 gallons of fuel,
extra oil and two relief pilots, was accomplished in 40 minutes,
much less time than that required to untangle the traffic jam on
the roads leading to the airport caused by the airship's arrival.
After refuelling, the airship departed for Churchill via
Lake Nipigon and Trout Lake, arriving at 07.30 on the morning
of 4 August, 32 hours after leaving Akron.
While circling the Churchill area, waiting for the
ground handling crew to assemble, we saw a herd of at least
200 white whale, including many calves, in the mouth of the
Churchill River and in the bay to the east of the river mouth.
After our second pass over the river mouth at 50 ft. the whales
became alarmed and headed for the open bay. The airship
provided an excellent platform for observing their activities.
By 09.00 the mooring operation had been completed.
High winds delayed our departure for Resolute Bay for
two days. Normally, local high winds would not have affected
take-off; however, due to a deep ditch and rough ground near
the mast, the airship could not be safely manoeuvered. Several
times during the delay gusts up to 50 m.p.h. were measured.
Although the temporary mast was not designed to withstand
winds over 30 m.p.h., it held the airship with no apparent
difficulty. A crew remained aboard during the blow in case an
emergency arose.
By the morning of 7 August, the winds had decreased to
almost a calm and the en route weather was favourable;
nothing worse than a crosswind component was forecast. The
flight plan distance via Roes Welcome Sound was 1080
nautical miles and the flying time was estimated to be about
one day.
Take-off was made in fog. At 500 ft. the airship
emerged on top and we set course for Roes Welcome Sound. In
the vicinity of Marble Island the fog and cloud dissipated and
the weather remained clear until we reached the Gulf of
Boothia. Shortly after leaving Churchill, the primary compass
system failed and the N-l system, installed for such an
emergency, was used for the remainder of the flight.
We noticed several polar bears on the pans of ice off
Chesterfield Inlet. As soon as the airship approached, they
became panic stricken, diving and swimming first in one
direction and then the other. One bear dived into the water
dragging a partially eaten seal. Roe Isthmus was crossed in
twilight and clear weather. On entering Committee Bay, fog
covered the water area and the remainder of the flight was
made at 800 ft. while flying between the fog bank and
intermittent layers of stratus. The N-l Gyro held a steady
heading during the many hours when no sun sight was possible.
It was fortunate that the primary direction system failed when
in good weather over Hudson Bay and not while flying
between layers in Prince Regent Inlet. Radar bearings from
prominent landmarks were used to maintain track.
At Resolute Bay the ceiling was 300 ft. and the radar
was used to assist the instrument approach. An excellent
landing was made under adverse conditions at 08.30 on 8
August, 24 hours after departing Churchill.
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RESOLUTE BAY VIA T-3 TO CHURCHILL
The temporary mooring mast had been erected 300
yards to the west of the Resolute Bay runway. The RCAF
personnel, on short notice, had done an excellent job of grading
the mooring area and preparing a taxiway. In the process,
however, the permafrost had been exposed and the surface was
muddy and soft in spots.
Taxiing to the mast and the mooring was carried out
without difficulty, but the problem of getting the airship, with
maximum fuel load, back to the runway over the soft taxiway
caused some concern. Several flights out of Resolute Bay had
been planned, but in view of the poor condition of the taxiway,
it was decided to make only one 40-hour flight: crossing the
Archipelago to T-3 at 79N 121W and then proceeding to
Ellesmere Island before returning to Resolute Bay.
Light winds and clear skies were forecast for the next
36 hours for the western part of the Archipelago and along the
route to T-3. Hence, only a 12-hour stop was planned and takeoff was set for 09.00 local time. As had been expected,
difficulty was experienced in getting the airship from the mast
to the runway. At one point, even a forklift was used to help
extract the starboard undercarriage from a soft spot in the
taxiway. As a result, the take-off was delayed four hours.
On reaching an altitude of 500 ft. we set a westerly
heading for the southwest tip of the Bathurst Island group.
When off Cape Cockburn, we set course direct to Mackenzie
King Island passing to the east of Byam Martin Island. This
route was the shortest low-altitude flight path across the
Archipelago to T-3. Ideal weather prevailed, the winds were
light and the visibility unlimited. No open water or leads were
seen between Byam Martin Island and Mackenzie King Island.
Six caribou were observed a short distance inland from the east
coast of Mackenzie King Island.
Low stratus and fog covered most of the remainder of
the route to T-3. Tops of the clouds and the fog varied between
300-800 ft. No icing was encountered when flying through the
ragged tops of the layers as the air temperature was several
degrees above freezing. The fog and clouds were broken
sufficiently to permit drift observations and to make heading
checks by using the reflection of the sun on open patches of
water. The configuration of the airship prevented observing the
sun direct when checking the heading. The final alteration of
course was made with the aid of a radio compass bearing on
the beacon at T-3. On reaching T-3, altitude was reduced to
200 ft. but visibility was poor and no attempt was made to
unload the scientific gear; however, bags of mail were dropped.
After spending about an hour in the vicinity of T-3, we
headed for Resolute Bay via Borden Island, the Findlay Group
and the Bathurst Islands. By returning direct to Resolute Bay
we had sufficient fuel to continue on to Churchill if the
weather were favourable, thus avoiding the hazardous ground
conditions at Resolute Bay. Stratus cloud and fog, topped at
500-800 ft., prevailed until reaching Borden Island where the
skies became clear. We observed 12 caribou on Lougheed
Island, and eight muskox and a polar bear inland from the head
of May Inlet, Bathurst Island.
Seventeen hours after departing, the airship was again
over Resolute Bay. After consultation with the meteorological
officer by radio, we decided to proceed direct to Churchill as
36 hours fuel remained and the flight time to Churchill was
estimated to be 27 hours in good weather. The flight crew, as
well as the support personnel, were greatly relieved at not
having to face a second landing at Resolute Bay with the
possibility of encountering serious trouble taxiing to and from
the mast. Weather conditions were excellent along the return
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route, and on the evening of 10 August Churchill came in sight,
44 hours after the original departure from Resolute Bay.
CHURCHILL TO SOUTH WEYMOUTH
Radio reports received while approaching Churchill
indicated that the favourable flight weather over Ontario would
hold for another 36 hours. As a result, it was decided to depart
for South Weymouth immediately after refuelling. The airship
was held on the runway by the engines and ground handling
personnel. Sufficient fuel for the flight to South Weymouth
was pumped on board. I checked the weather charts and filed
the flight plan during the refuelling.
At 22.40 hrs we cleared Churchill and set course for
South Weymouth. Shortly after sunrise, the Severn River was
crossed and at noon the airship passed over Cochrane, Ontario,
causing considerable excitement. Nearly everyone in town was
out in the streets. During the evening, several thunderstorms
were circumnavigated north of Mattawa, Ontario, but
otherwise the flight across Ontario and down the Ottawa River,
across the Rideau Lakes to Lake Ontario, and down the
Mohawk Valley and Hudson Valley, was uneventful. At 08.25,
12 August we landed at South Weymouth, 32 hours after
departing Churchill, and almost 78 hours of continuous flight
after taking off from Resolute Bay on 8 August.
The operation demonstrated that a ZPG-2 airship can
provide low altitude, slow speed, visual and photographic
reconnaissance over a wide radius in the Arctic, and, in
addition, it is an excellent platform for scientific
investigations.♣

The route flown by W/C Greenaway and the crew of United
States Navy airship ZPG-2.

RE: STEDMAN AND CANADIAN ARCHIVES

RE: WILLIAM PIPER ASSIGNED TO R29

(The Airship Situation, Dirigible 82, pp15-21)
Thanks for publishing the Stedman bit and his paper. I
think it gave an interesting new perspective on the Imperial
Airship Programme. I also doubt that many, if any, had
accessed it since the Canadian government filed it away so
many decades ago, so it is great to see it shared and of potential
Kent O’Grady
interest.

(Letters, Dirigible 82, p32)
I was happy to see the clip about William Piper and R29.
I am adding this information to my R29 data. There has been
the odd tidbit crop up from time to time about R29, perhaps the
most important item being that when she went through a gas
cell deflation test late in her construction, she suffered some
girder member damage. This was repaired and she suffered no
further serious consequences, but failing a gas cell inflation or
deflation stress test is a rather serious matter. Her hull was thus
weaker than some contemporary rigids, although she went on
Kent O’Grady
to perform well during her career.

Special kudos to Kent O’Grady’s offerings, the bio
piece about Stedman, and Stedman’s The Airship Situation. I
have corresponded off and on with Barry J. Countryman who
wrote R-100 in Canada. Every so often he pops up with a gem
from the Canadian Archives. Recently there was discussion
about Condor IIIA [engines] vs. IIIB’s installed in R.100. My
comment was based upon a copy of the original Airship
Guarantee Co. Ltd. press release at the completion of R.100
from the Canadian Archive via Countryman. I wonder how
much, of value to us, lost in the UK; still exists - buried in
Canada? I find Stedman’s comments quite insightful and
candid, a rare combination at that moment regarding the
C. P. Hall
‘Airship Programme.’

RE: THREE STRANGE PICTURES
(Letters, Dirigible 82, p31)
These are not as strange as they first might seem,
although finding them in Washington is a bit surprising. Of
course, it helps that I use French daily, as many Canadians do.
The first photo caption reads: London. Life on board the
dirigible R100. Passengers playing cards on the veranda …
This photo was of course not taken over London. It was
taken either on mast at Cardington or in the hangar at Howden,
when local staff involved in construction were brought on
board to pose as passengers for photographic examples of the
kind of luxury air travellers could anticipate. However, the
brightness of the photo suggests the promenade is being
illuminated by sunlight, so the photo might well have been
taken when R100 was moored to the Cardington mast.
The second photo shows the kitchen on board R100
before it was outfitted with much; the oven is the main subject.
The caption [in French] tranlates as: England also builds
dirigibles. Currently being completed at Howden in Yorkshire
(England) is the construction of an immense airship with
engines giving 4,000 horsepower. The dirigible has a capacity
of 5,000,000 cubic feet. The Burney R100, [is] the largest
dirigible [sic]. Exclusive photos show the airship completed
and almost completed in its hangar at Howden. The electric
kitchen on board where meals can be cooked for the
passengers and crew.
The third photo was taken at the base of the Cardington
mast when R100 returned to England from Canada. The
caption states: London. The return of the English airship R100
57 hours 15 [minutes] after its departure from …
Lord Thomson is congratulating Booth, Scott is visible
between them and I think Meager stands to their collective left
Kent O’Grady
(our right).

RE: R100 UNDER CONSTRUCTION ...
(The Airship Situation, Dirigible 82, p17)
I call to your attention the photo of “R100 under
construction ...” on page 17. Please note the circumferential
wiring located just behind the fabric covered bow. First
assumption is that this is the wiring which would be used to
apply tension to the outer cover via connecting cordage
running from these wires to the interior cover tapes after
installation. The problem is that such wires should be inside of
the longitudinals and, for the most part, with a couple of
exceptions, appear to lie on the outside of those girders. Do I
mis-read the photo? Could this be some sort of temporary aid
to applying the outer cover which will be removed after the
C. P. Hall
cover is in place?

---ooo000ooo---

A PUZZLING PICTURE

Den Burchmore found this picture in his
collection and thinks it was taken from the east end of
what became the RAF Museum workshop at
Cardington with the recently enlarged No.1 Shed in
the background.
Has anyone seen this or a similar picture
previously or does anyone know what the team of
determined capstan-turners are winding in?
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Email – 21 June 2017
Interesting Auction Lot
Just spotted this airship related auction lot on ‘thesaleroom.com’ that might be worth a mention in Dirigible.
Lot 77 in the Two Day Military Collectables Auction
from C & T Auctioneers reads “Rare Great War Airship
Casualty 1914-15 Star Medal Trio and Memorial Plaque.”
David Marks, Southgate, London N14
Rare Great War Airship Casualty 1914-15 Star Medal
Rare Great War Airship Casualty 1914-15 Star Medal
Trio and Memorial Plaque, One of Only 48 Airship Crew
Casualties of WW1, consisting of replacement issue 1914-15
star “M2687 C W PRINTER C.P.O MECH R.N”, British War and
Victory medals “M 2687 C W PRINTER C.P.O 3 RN”, bronze
memorial plaque “CHARLES WILLIAM PRINTER”. Town of
Gloucester memorial scroll named, “313869 Chief Mechanic
Charles W Printer RAF”. The medals come with a large quantity
of research. Charles William Printer served as a Chief
Mechanic in the Royal Navy, Royal Naval Air Service and later
Royal Air Force. He was the only son of Mrs I M Printer of
Cherlyn, Linden Road, Gloucester. He drowned in the North
Sea on the 22nd June 1918 whilst flying off East Fortune, RAF
Air Station, aged 23. He is commemorated on the Hollybrook
Memorial.

www.the-saleroom.com/en-gb/auctioncatalogues/candt-auctioneers/catalogue-idsrct10056/lot-78df4845-9602-4250-a629-a79700af5604
+++++++
Email – 20 June 2017
Exercise book of R101 cuttings
I am not sure if this is of any interest but in a box of
items, removed from the house of a deceased friend, I
have found an exercise book filled with cuttings about
R101 and its fateful flight. I have attached photos of a
couple of pages of the contents.
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I offered it to Bedford Museum but I did not have a
reply from them so wondered if you were interested? It is
quite comprehensive.
Roger Coley
Dirigible accepted Roger’s kind offer and suggested that:
The main reason that museums and official
collections are not keen is because collectors of clippings
nearly always make the huge mistake of cutting off the
date and name of the publications from which they got
them. This makes the information contained useless for
historians and researchers because they cannot quote
anything from ‘unattributed’ cuttings. Neither can they
find them in the original publications to perhaps obtain
better copies, nor can they include them as sources of
information for their own publication bibliographies.
For my purposes as Editor of the Journal,
however, there are occasionally ‘new’ pictures I have not
seen and which I think might be of interest to my readers.

+++++++
Email – 08 September 2017
The Ghost Blimp and The Zep Diner
In August, a few online publications covered the
th
75 anniversary of the San Francisco, CA “ghost blimp”
th
mystery. On August 16 1942, two U.S. Navy officers set
out in the airship L-8 to look for Japanese submarines in
the Pacific. Five hours later, the blimp, now empty, crashlanded into the San Francisco suburb of Daly City. To
this day, no one knows what happened.
Another historical find: Los Angeles, CA’s “Zep
Diner” was built in the early 1930s, during the American
airship craze, and served something called a “HindenBurger.” The pictures from the Los Angeles Public
Library’s digital collection are really something:
Cara Giaimo, Boston MA, USA

We are not sure which flight of the Graf Zeppelin
your picture shows because it visited London on several
occasions. The truth is that there are no good photos of
the WW1 Zeppelins that bombed London in action
because they carried out their raids at night.
+++++++
Email – 11 October 2017
Look Up In The Sky
A friend in Dayton Ohio sent me the attached from
The Dayton City Paper.
Arnold Nayler, Gerrards Cross, Bucks
http://jpg3.lapl.org/pics38/00068628.jpg

+++++++
Email – 03 October 2017
Photo Identification of WWI Airship
I am working on an exhibition at the Battle of
Britain Bunker in Uxbridge. We’re creating a small
section on the air defence system during WWI and I
would like to use this image in the exhibition.

www.eolfhs.org.uk/news/files/a16abd2c9522ee4935908a3114e
77a3d-407.php

I have contacted Tower Hamlets Archives and they
have suggested that I contact a specialist on airships as
they are not too sure if it is a Zeppelin or not. I was
wondering if the Airship Heritage Trust would be able to
help me identify the type of airship in the photograph?
Sarah Ralph, London Borough of Hillingdon
Dirigible consulted the cognoscenti and reported back to
Sarah their unanimous decision that:
… the result is some good news and some bad.
The good news is that we know which airship it is and the
bad (from your point of view) is that it did not fly until July
1928 so your photo cannot date from WW1.
The airship in your photo is the famous German
passenger carrier Graf Zeppelin (LZ127). You can find it
online at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LZ_127_Graf_Zeppelin
… The fins are always a good clue in identifying
airships but the control cabin/gondola sticking out from
the chin is a clear indicator. None of the First War
Zeppelins had this recognisable feature. The earlier
airships had gondolas that hung down below the hull
containing the gas. ...

[Excerpt from] Look up in the Sky - By Lisa Bennett
UFOs. Aliens. Crop Circles. It’s the stuff that fantastic fiction is
made of. Could any of it be real? An intrepid group of researchers here in
Ohio called MUFON (Mutual UFO Network) aims to discover the truth
behind bizarre sightings and stories that seem to defy all logic. … Many
sightings are easily explained by things like lens flares, insects, birds, rare
cloud formations such as Lenticular clouds, even water droplets and hot air
balloons. Then there are those cases that really beg the question, “What on
Earth?” … A good example is … “The Aurora Texas Crash.” According
to “The Dallas Morning News”, April 19, 1897; an “airship” was flying
around the country when it collided with the local Judge’s windmill. The
paper described the event as “a terrific explosion, scattering debris over several
acres of ground, wrecking the windmill and water tank and destroying the
Judge’s flower garden.” The debris was described as “an unknown metal
resembling somewhat a mixture of aluminum and silver, and it must have
weighed several tons.”
What makes this case so fascinating is that the first manned rigid
airship didn’t take flight until November of that year, but the engine failed,
causing it to make an emergency landing that rendered it irreparable. Until
that time, the only manned airships were balloons, dirigibles, winged craft,
and hang gliders, none of which were made of all metal. Initially, the thought
was that the airship could have been an experimental aircraft. It would
certainly seem plausible enough since the great airship race was going strong.
However, the original reporter, a man named S.E. Haydon, went
on to describe the pilot, saying “While his remains are badly disfigured,
enough of the original has been picked up to show that he was not an
inhabitant of this world.” His statement raised the question, could the pilot
have been an extra-terrestrial, or had the hapless reporter simply mistook the
massive, gruesome injuries as alien? What can be said of the “unrecognizable
hieroglyphics” that were found among the remains? Since there is no longer
any trace of the crash to examine or live witnesses to interview, we are forced
to shelve the incident in the annals of great historical mysteries … for now.
+++++++
Email – 12 October 2017
Hugo and the Airship
My son Rory has sent me a link to this episode of
the immensely popular children’s TV saga of Thomas the
Tank Engine:
http://ttte.wikia.com/wiki/Hugo_and_the_Airship

… it seems that it was issued/shown on TV on 27
July this year. If it is … introducing a new generation to
the idea of airships I wonder what the effect of it will be?
Of course they have mixed the story up! Hugo
should have been the name for the airship and the
propeller driven railcar is based on the inter-war German
Kruckenburg car which set up a new record of a top
speed of 143 m.p.h. in 1931. For that matter the Spurn
Head Railway (Humber estuary) had a sail-powered
contraption of some size. The Spooner family had their
own boat-shaped vehicle on the Festiniog Railway - on
the side of which was the inscription ‘Ni l’un - ni l’autre’
If anyone has any background to this please let me
know.
David W. Laing, Marlborough, Wilts
+++++++
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Email – 30 October 2017
Airship Girder at Shuttleworth
After the Airship Conference [in Bedford] I had a
day at the Shuttleworth collection. Their airship material
includes an unlabelled girder atop a case (attached
photo) and no one there was sure which airship it was
associated with. I had assumed R.100 because of
scrapping vs. R.101 [wrecked] but of course like ZRS
girders in [American] museums there were probably test
articles made and that survive. The broken propeller is
stamped ‘R.101’ and labelled as having lost an argument
with the mast.
I just wrote to C.P. Hall about it - his response
below - I assume this is also well known to AHT.

---------- Forwarded Message ---------From: C. P Hall to R G Van T
Regarding photo of Girder - Please note both
‘tubes’ (especially detail of top tube) and scantling
between tubes. The tube is actually a flat piece bent
around a form. Zeppelin had flat pieces bent into channel
form, this bent channel all the way around until two outer
edges came together, thus the word tube is ‘enclosed’.
The scantlings are flat duralumin with standard
shapes cut out to lighten. The edge of dural sheet fits into
tube opening and rivets go thru tube edges and dural
sheet between tube edges. This is the R.101 structural
pattern, likely a bracing girder between transverse frame
rings.(all dural) but possibly a Transverse frame ring
piece, which would be stainless steel tube, dural
sheeting. It is the wrong pattern to be longitudinal girder
which would be all tube and all stainless steel. Hope that
this helps. - CPH
Dirigible took the liberty of forwarding Richard’s photo to
R100 aficionado Roger Allton who concurred with the
girder identification and added another photo to show the
girder’s likely origin:
Attached is a confirmation view as per CPH –
snipped from a photo of R-101 test cell. This photo [is
wrongly] attributed to R-100 in Canadian Geographic
Journal of Aug 1930, and copied in a recent French
language book. As I have found in other research, one
just cannot assume that whatever has been printed, and
then quoted in later books IS correct!
The test cell was I believe broken up, and not
incorporated in the R-101 final structure. Could be a
source of ‘gash bits’.
[For more on items hiding in Canadian Archives
see Kent O’Grady’s question in Matters Arising. – ed.]

Also loved the dope can with the “greatest
resistance to flames!” Ha Ha.
R G Van Treuren, Edgewater, Florida, USA

+++++++
Letter – 1 November 2017
Peculiar R100 Uniform
A uniform that I think may be connected to the
airship R100 has recently come into my possession on
the death of my father. I wondered if you would be kind
enough to have a look at the photographs enclosed and
possibly confirm whether this is the case please? If you
are interested in having the uniform for the Trust
collection, I would be very pleased to offer it to you. It
would be nice for it to be appreciated for its historical
reference.
Danielle Horobin, Towcester, Northamptonshire
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+++++++
Email – 13 November 2017
Airship Hangar at Middleton?
I wondered if you could help in confirming or
otherwise if a building at Middleton, near Heysham
Lancashire was originally an Airship Hangar? I have tried
contacting Parish Councillors, historian societies etc. and
the best I have got is that it was used (NB ‘used’ not ‘built
for’) as a silo when the site produced aviation fuel.
It is an amazing building but no one seems to
know its history, probably because it was MOD land and
originally the Official Secrets Act would have kept talk
about its use very limited through the two war eras. Since
then, of course, the generations that would have known
have probably passed.
The building is massive and an aerial view can be
seen on Google Earth. It stands in the middle of an
industrial park now and has multiple occupants. What
made me think it was an airship hangar are the full height
hangar doors at one end of the building.
Anyway here is a link to a site giving a bit of
information about the area. It actually states that the
hangar was believed to “pre-date” the refinery.
www.heyshamheritage.org.uk/trimpell_oil_refinery.html

The Trimpell Oil Refinery with Middleton village in foreground

+++++++
Email – 11 November 2017
Pictures of Various Airships
There are some nice historic pictures on this.

Everything points to it being a hangar but no one
will confirm it.
Stephen Good, Heysham, Lancs.

www.theatlantic.com/photo/2013/10/airships/100607/

In keeping with past practice Dirigible forwarded the
message to contacts with knowledge of early airship
bases or the history of the area. Alastair Lawson, AHT
webmaster, was first to respond:

Click on the blue AIRSHIPS to open images like
this one of Norge.
Arnold Nayler, Gerrards Cross, Bucks

I’ve had a check through our records, and also
other sources available and I see no mention nor
proposed plan for anything in Middleton. Indeed the only
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Airship shed in the area was the site of the Vickers
Airship construction facility at Barrow in Furness. There
was a shed on the site at Barrow, Walney Island which
looks similar to the building in the picture, however I
checked and it looks like the shed was demolished in
1925 to make way for a new aerodrome.
I attach a link to our website showing the details
and similarities to the building in the photograph, but I
suspect it is more similar design than the same building.
www.airshipsonline.com/sheds/Barrow.htm

And Malcolm Fife concurred:
I wrote a book on British airship bases a few years
ago. There was never an airship station at Heysham or
its vicinity. A number of bases were planned and partially
completed before the end of World War I but they too
were in other parts of the country. The closest airship
stations to Heysham were at Barrow in Furness and
Flookburgh, Cumbria. It is a possibility an airship shed
was dismantled and moved to Middleton.
I have examined the oblique picture of the oil
refinery and I am almost certain the long building was
something to do with the manufacture of chemicals.
There was a similar building at Leith Docks, not far
from where I live, which produced agricultural fertilisers.
Sorry if this comes as a disappointment to you.
+++++++
Email – 18 October 2017
WW1 Balloon Landed Near Crawley
My cousin and I have been looking into our
Grandfather’s history with particular interest in his W.W.1
service. We have some ‘word of mouth’ memories,
handed down to us by our respective parents of his
activities and exploits during that time. We know that he
was based on Wormwood Scrubs Common because he
was a balloonist who had to go up and check what the
weather was doing for his section. We think that possibly
he was with the RNAS?
We have also found some records via
Ancestry.com. They stated that they had the following
information from the Royal Navy Registers of Seamen’s
Services for 1848-1939:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

At Top of Sheet: Reference No: F7068
Our grandfather: William Choules Turpin born
st
31 July, 1880, Durban, Natal, S.A.
th
First Service date: 29 July, 1915
First Ship: President II – (Land based on
Wormwood Scrubs Common)
st
Last Service date: 31 March, 1918
Last Ship: President II – (Land based on
Wormwood Scrubs Common)
Service No: 207068
Spouse: Lily Turpin (Our Grandmother)

My cousin has one particular story that he would
like to have more information about, which is about our
grandfather going up in a balloon in wartime, presumably
the early days of WW1, on a mission to fly over the
Channel to France but the weather conditions
necessitated them coming down near Crawley (Gatwick
area) in Surrey. My cousin was told that the locals were
suspicious of them and possibly thought they may be the
“enemy” and, for a while, they were interrogated at
gunpoint up against a wall!
So, our first question to you is: Would you know of
any record of this incident?
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My cousin often has to fly out of Gatwick, when
travelling to Canada, to visit his wife’s family and has
noticed that there is a pub, nearby, called The Balloon.
He has often wondered if there might have been a link
with the pub’s name and Grandpa’s story but hasn’t been
able to find out.
So, our second question is: Would you know if this
pub is called The Balloon because of our story?
Karen Byfield (Mrs) and
pp Trevor Wagstaff (in his absence)
Dirigible passed these questions to the usual suspects
and, unsurprisingly, in view of the surname, Brian Turpin
came back with chapter and verse:
I have done extensive research into the history of
the Airship Section, Royal Naval Air Service, in which
your grandfather served. I am particularly interested in
your query as he and I share they same surname,
although unrelated.
th
William Choules (Charles) Turpin enlisted on 29
July, 1915, for a period of 4 years plus 4 years on the
reserve. He was over age at 35 but was accepted
anyway. He became a Leading Mechanic on 15th
st
December,1916, and a Petty Officer on 1 November,
1917. After initial basic training he was posted to RNAS
Wormwood Scrubs which was a balloon and airship
training establishment, later to become an important
construction station for small anti-submarine airships. No
doubt as a joiner by trade, William would have been
employed on making the wooden control cars for these
airships.
When the Royal Flying Corps and the Royal Naval
Air Service combined to form the Royal Air Force on 1st
April, 1918, William’s rank name changed to Sergeant
Mechanic and later to Acting Flight Sergeant. He was
th
transferred to E Reserve on 30 November, 1919, with
the title Acting Flight Sergeant (paid) Carpenter Airships.
During his time in the reserve he was based at No 1
Flying Training School, at Andover, until at least June
th
1921. A discharge date is given as 28 July, 1921, as
“Time expired”.
He is listed as William Choules Turpin (not
Charles) in Service records. His RNAS service number
was F7068 and his RAF service number was 207068
after April, 1918.
Any Air Mechanic (AM) who was likely to be
employed as part of the crew of an airship was required
to qualify as a balloon pilot and William began his training
st
in October, 1916, when on Saturday 21 October, he
flew with instructor Flight Commander C F Pollock in a
gas balloon from Hurlingham in London to Coleshill near
Birmingham, a flight of about 80 nautical miles. Also on
board in the large basket were AMs Sheppard, Heath,
Ide, Israeli and Sandercombe. The weather was fine and
bright with an ESE wind.
th
His second flight took place on Monday 27
November, 1916, again with Pollock in command. With
William were ERA Printer, PO Foyer, AMs Heath, Ide,
and Sandercombe. The weather was fine and the NNE
wind took them from Hurlingham 30 miles to West
Grinstead, near Horsham in West Sussex.
nd
The third flight was on 2 December, 1916, with
Pollock from Hurlingham to Upper Clatford, near
Andover, 55 miles on an ENE wind in fine weather. Also
on board were PO Foyer, AMs Heath and Sandercombe.
th
On 15 December, 1916, William made his qualifying

flight, flying solo from Hurlingham to Newstead Farm,
near Handcross in West Sussex. The weather was
described as dull and foggy which doesn’t sound ideal for
a solo flight but he lived to tell the tale.
As a result of qualifying as a balloon pilot he was
awarded a Balloon Pilot’s Certificate by the Royal Aero
nd
Club (No 128) but this was not issued until 2 August,
1917, probably because William only then discovered he
was entitled to a certificate. His photo appears in the
RAeC record book and I have attached two copies to this
email. [Only space for one here. – ed.]

John Baker, archivist of the British Balloon Museum &
Library also responded:
Sorry to be the bearer of bad news! There is a pub
Horley called The Air Balloon. (www.pubexplorer.com/surrey/pub/airballooninnhorley.htm) In the
1980s it was named The Game Bird, so only relatively
recently changed its name.
Wormwood Scrubs was a base for both gas
balloons and small airships. To train observers (in
tethered balloons/airships) the personnel undertook free
balloon flights. It would seem likely that the flight referred
to was a training flight. It ‘may’ have been that they were
trying to cross the Channel and the wind direction or
strength was insufficient to complete the flight.

at

Karen Byfield replied:

I also have attached a copy of the 1891 England
Census when the family were living in Devon, and the
1911 Census when William was married and living at 26
Dawlish Road, Teignmouth, Devon, with his wife Lily and
children Percival and May.
th
… William died on 27 December, 1964, in
Exmouth Hospital, at the age of 84. His last address is
given at 14 Denmark Road, Exmouth, Devon.
With regard to the family stories, it is very unlikely
that he would be sent on a mission to France in a balloon
when it would be much easier to fly there by airship or
aeroplane. Two of his balloon flights took him towards
the Channel coast and he may well have said that if they
hadn’t landed when they did the next stop would be
France. As to him being mistaken for the enemy, that
may well have happened, as it did in WW II when pilots
were shot down over southern England - remember the
scene in the film Battle of Britain when the Polish pilot
lands in a field by parachute.
As to whether the pub near Gatwick, The Air
Balloon, was named after a balloon landing, it is unlikely
as this pub is part of a chain with pubs of the same name
elsewhere. … PS: Excuse the plug but if you want to
know more about what it was like to fly balloons and
airships during WW I, my book Coastal Patrol, Royal
Naval Airship Operations During the Great War, 1914 1918, gives a detailed account including balloon flights
from Hurlingham.

I went into ‘sensory overload’ when I read both
your e-mails. I was totally overwhelmed, you’ve all been
wonderful. They are just so full of information that I found
it difficult to ‘digest’ at first. I can’t believe how much you
have both found out about my Grandpa. Thank you so
very much indeed!
… Some of the above information I already knew
but the rest came as a complete surprise. Firstly, the fact
that he was over age and secondly, his progression
through the ranks.
… Grandpa’s name was William Choules
(definitely NOT Charles) Turpin. My mother told me that
this was his middle name and … in 2014 I obtained my
mother’s birth certificate which shows this to be true. Any
references to him being ‘Charles’ are errors on the part of
the documentation staff misreading his handwriting). I
haven’t the faintest idea where the name Choules came
from. I had never heard of it before or since.
… Thank you so much for details of his flights in
the balloon. I knew none of this so it makes fascinating
and interesting reading and I am very grateful for it. …
The balloon was named Doris, apparently, and my
mother was named after it!!! She was born in 1919 in
Glenroy Street which is just round the corner from
Wormwood Scrubs.
My cousin has since told me another story about
one of Grandpa’s balloon flights with a “strange” pilot in
command who, when the oxygen became thinner, would
lose some mental control and insist on his crew throwing
out more and more ballast. This became quite
dangerous, presumably, as they drifted higher and higher
and, in the end, he recalled that they had to restrain the
pilot so that the balloon could descend safely! - Do you
have any information on this event, I wonder?
… John Baker tells me that my Grandpa was
referred to as an Aeronaut. This may seem a simple
thing to you but my Aunty Daisy told her son, my cousin
Trevor, that he was an Astronaut!
… I have attached some photos of Grandpa,
William Choules Turpin, for your interest:
[Only space for one.– ed.]
Photo No. 1 is very similar to the one that you sent
me (with an anchor on his left sleeve) but mine shows
wings and criss-crossed tools on the right sleeve of his
uniform. Does this signify Air Mechanic as mentioned
above?
Photo No.2 is probably taken at a later date as he
now appears to have a double-breasted jacket with shiny
metal buttons (as opposed to black serviceable ones)
together with metal pins on both sides of his collar.
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photograph. I could not but I thought you might be able to
help, or know someone who could.
Peter Rix, Harrogate, Yorks.
---------- Forwarded message ---------I’d really appreciate it if you could ask your
colleagues whether they could identify this metal object:

16

Weight with “7650 AIRSHIP DPT. 4-5 52 /20” engraved on it.
Length: 113mm, Height: 108mm, Width: 108mm, Weight:
325.9g

Photo No. 3 is of him (front row, third from right)
with the other members of the ballooning team (possibly
those gentlemen whose names you mentioned in your email) standing or sitting in front of their balloon. This, I
believe, was taken on Wormwood Scrubs Common or
maybe, as you have stated above, at Hurlingham?
Please could you explain the relevance of the
white covering for his cap in some of the above photos?
With very many thanks to all of you for all your
help and for providing the above extremely fascinating
and interesting information.
Karen Byfield (Mrs)
c.c. Mr Trevor Wagstaff (My cousin)
+++++++
Email – 15 November 2017
North Sea Class Airships
Do you have any detailed specs on the later NS
Class Airships (Diagrams of Layout etc)? … my interest
was piqued by the variety of Gondolas/Cars shown in
images, and a comment I read that the NS Series were
the most spacious Non-Rigid Airships built (presumably
at the time), complete with sleeping accommodation for
the off-duty crew.
The following is sourced from the Ventry/Kolesnik
Book Airship Saga (p.61 Chapter by AVM Percy
Maitland) - The NS Series were designed, constructed
and tested at Kingsnorth “Airship Constructional Station.”
Initially the Gondola was a 2 part design, with the
main car for the Captain, helmsman, Wireless Operator
etc, and a second cabin between the engines for the
engineers (complete with sides that transformed into
workbenches for the engineers), the 2 being joined by a
walkway/ladder. This initial car design seems to taper
sharply towards the stern, and not been covered over
(see the 2 crew with their upper bodies appearing above
the “roofline”)
The first 5 of the series were not successful, until
the re-working by Wheelwright/Abell at East Fortune, that
completed in March 1918 which combined the 2 cars.
What I am interested in is the design and layout of
the Wheelwright variant. Does anyone know of any
outstanding design drawings/documentation/detailed
photographs, or hints of where such documentation
would be held (if it still exists).
Nigel Hills <nigel.hills@airship-association.org>
+++++++
Email – 09 December 2017
Dock Museum’s Mystery Object
Our [Barnes Wallis] exhibition at Barrow has now
finished and was a great success. When I was making
our last visit to retrieve the exhibits the curator at Barrow
asked me if I could throw any light on the object in the
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I’ve described it as a “weight” but that really is
because I have no idea how else to describe it. … I’m
afraid that it’s very much a mystery item to us – we don’t
have any provenance for it at all. We don’t know how it
came into the museum. We therefore can’t trace a donor.
The object is not aluminium. It is rather heavy for
its size. It is magnetic.
Sabine Skae, Collections and Exhibitions Manager
The Dock Museum, Barrow-in-Furness, LA14 2PW
www.dockmuseum.org.uk
+++++++
Email – 11 January 2018
Harold Butler Wyn Evans
Since retiring, I have been doing a lot of work on
my family history and thought you would be interested in
my Grandfather - Commander Harold Butler Wyn Evans.
I am attaching his biography [see page 14] plus his
photo and photos of R33 on its trial test. The latter were
taken in March 1919 by Lady Sybil Grant who was the
official photographer. One was printed in The Sunday
th
Pictorial newspaper on March 9 . This shows my
Grandfather in the gunner’s cockpit - he has annotated
the picture.
I would also be very grateful for any info anyone
might have about my grandfather. He treated his work as
top secret right up to his death in 1974. He destroyed
many of his papers (though I have a few) and others he
sent to the museum at Cardington which are now at
Yeovil - though I have yet to visit there.
We have recently come across a photo on Twitter
of R9 over the British Fleet in the Firth of Forth in 1916.
Christine Dalton, Newbury, Berks

+++++++

Email – 13 January 2018
Airships over the Firth of Forth
I live in Roslin, near Edinburgh and do Victorian/
Edwardian Magic Lantern shows for old folk’s clubs,
history societies, etc. I bought a lantern slide some time
ago, simply because it showed the Forth Bridge and a lot
of ships in Inverkeithing Bay. At an event, someone
suggested it might show the meeting of the Fleets, taken
st
on 21 Nov 1918. I attach a copy. Unfortunately it’s not a
terribly clear slide.
I’ve looked at other photos on the web, but the
‘undercarriage’ of the airship in my slide looks quite
different from the others, in particular the IWM slide
st
which shows the Queen Elizabeth on the 21 Nov. I
wonder if you and your Trust can help identify it?
Perhaps it’s just taken from a different angle. I
could even persuade myself that there is a man standing
at the top left corner.
I’m involved with the Museum of Communication based
in Burntisland (www.mocft.co.uk) and part of our
exhibition this year will be about 1918. As this is an
important year for the Forth, it would be nice to say
whether my slide shows what I hope it does.
Winnie Stevenson, Edinburgh, Scotland

Dirigible was struck by the coincidence of two similar
pictures sent from different sources arriving two days
apart and put the two senders in touch. Winnie replied:
… The photos may not be of the same event. I
believe the one Christine sent is of the British Grand
Fleet in 1916 (IWM Q20633):
(www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/205087794)
There are also photos taken from airships of the
mustering of the German High Seas Fleet when they
surrendered in the Forth, prior to being escorted to
Scapa Flow on 21 Nov 1918. I hoped mine was of the
surrender. It will be interesting to see if any AHT
members can shed any light on the subject.
Fellow Edinburgh resident Malcolm Fife had first go:
st
… the 21 November, 1918 mentioned was the
day the German High Seas Fleet surrendered in the Firth
of Forth. It was observed by a number of airships from
East Fortune including NS7.
I think, however, there is a good probability that
neither of the pictures depict this event. It was not
unusual for large numbers of warships to be anchored
close to the Forth rail bridge from 1916 onwards.
Regarding the first picture I found a match of it on
the internet. It is captioned as the airship R.9 over the
Grand Fleet in 1916. (The original is in the Imperial War
Museum.) I have had a close look at the picture and think

the airship has actually been drawn over a photograph of
warships in the Firth of Forth. It does not look real!
Regarding the second picture, I cannot tell what
type of airship it is. There is a picture which seems to
come from the same set which is just entitled The Grand
Fleet, no date and no mention of the surrender. There
are also similar pictures of the Grand Fleet taken from
the airship NS3 sometime between March and June
1918. Thus it is possibly this airship.
Winnie begged to differ:
I agree it looks a little strange but don’t believe
that the IWM would list the original as genuine if it looked
doctored. They have several pictures of airships over the
Forth but all seem to be of a similar construction whereas
the ‘undercarriage’ of mine looks entirely different. I don’t
know the technical term for it, sorry. I can’t find a photo of
NS3 in enough detail on line to see if the ‘struts’ are more
vertical or at an angle like most of them. I’ll try to pop
over to East Fortune some time to see if they have any
photos that could shed a light on this.
RNAS expert Brian Turpin also weighed in:
The first photo is a bit of a problem. Initially I
thought it depicted the surrender of the German High
Seas Fleet in November, 1918, but no rigid was
st
overhead on 21 November. R26 set out to review the
nd
fleet on 22 but the area was shrouded in fog.
The rigid airship depicted is HMA No24, the
second of the 23 Class ships. She was based at East
Fortune from October, 1917, the base closest to the Firth
of Forth. How do I know it is a 23 Class ship: it has an
external keel under the hull and the swivelling propeller
shafts project from the sides of the control car. The
picture was taken from the centre car looking aft.
No 24 was a bit of a bag of nails. Built just up the
road at Inchinnan by Beardmores, she was seriously
over-weight, so much so that in order to use the ship just
for training purposes the engine and machinery in the
after car were removed. After arriving at East Fortune, an
inspection by the ship’s officers revealed that 13½ gross
of steel nuts and bolts had been fitted when duralumin
ones should have been used - and this was only an initial
estimate!
As to the date of the picture, we can see that the
after machinery has been reinstalled. This was done in
March, 1918, and she then flew at East Fortune between
th
nd
24 March and 22 May, when she left for Pulham via
Howden. So the picture could have been taken at any
date during this period as she would have frequently
flown near the Forth Bridge during this period. There is
no specific mention of such a flight in the ship’s flying log.
I believe the second photo does show the High
Seas Fleet on 21 November, 1918. Four airships flew
overhead that day: NS7, NS8, C*3 and C*8. It is difficult
to tell for sure which type the photo is taken from but if
the long tube is the foot rail at the bottom of the car and
the curved pipe is the exhaust from the after engine, then
it is a Coastal Star and the man apparently standing
beyond the exhaust pipe is an illusion. Most of the
published photos of this event were taken from a North
Sea but the car features just don’t look right for an NS.
And Winnie concluded:
I could swear there is a man standing there … A
very good illusion … I must investigate further … A visit
to East Fortune is called for.
+++++++
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PROJECT PROGRESS

LADDER RESTORATION
CONTINUES
Attached are a few pictures of the R101 ladder
chassis out in daylight for the first time in years, with the
unrestored ladder suspended above it.
[See previous issues of Dirigible for the full story
of the rescue of the Merryweather ladder. – ed.]

[And for comparison, here are two pictures taken
by Peter Davison showing the ladder in its original
dilapidated state before Tim Moore rescued it. – ed.]

Both units are now relocated, undercover, for the
next stages of restoration, sometime in the near future.
Tim Moore, Skysport Engineering Ltd
www.skysportengineering.co.uk
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of the Lusitania and the response of the British with
the design and development of airships.
The war in the air 1916 – 1918; defence at sea and
on the home front.
Digital
archives,
interpretation
and
3D
reconstructions.
Experiential
reconstructions
and
heritage
interpretation with living history as a means to
communicate the heritage tale, the learning of new
facts and understanding about the First World War.

Programme One 2017
• Creation of a ‘virtual’ community across Wales with
additional
International
membership
and
participation in recording the details, images and
associated features of the airship.
• Creation of web site, Social media hubs, blogs and
discussion forums to explore the project themes.
• Link and develop partners and stakeholders to the
project : 2 x Welsh archaeological Trusts,
RCAHMW, aircraft and airfield museums, IWM,
CADW, and English Heritage, Peoples Collection
Wales and the Centenary Gateways network.
• Training and workshops for volunteers.
• Resourcing and collecting all available plans,
documents and materials pertaining to the
Submarine Scout Zero (SSZ) airship from archives
and records and digitising them for public access.

[And also for comparison, here are some similar
even larger contemporary ladders being used during
construction of the US Navy’s ‘Macon” in 1933. Count
the number of rungs to get an idea of the height! Try
getting them past ‘elf-n-safety’ today.– ed.]

---ooo000ooo---

PROJECT ZERO/
SERO PROSIECT
Introduction
Project Zero an IWM partner
centenary project commemorates
the role of the dirigibles (airships)
deployed in Wales during 1916 to
1918 in the service of the Royal
Naval Air Service (RNAS), based
on Anglesey and Pembroke.
E.T Willows , the ‘father of British airships’ first
designed, built and flew his airships at Splot outside
Cardiff and went on to design the SS type blimp
adopted for military service by the RNAS.
It will tell the story of the remarkable men,
women and machines that patrolled the waters around
the British Isles in response to Germany’s ‘unrestricted
submarine warfare campaign' and recount the 200 lives
lost in this forgotten service.
Project Themes
th
• Exploring the role of early 20 c technology and the
development of flight, and lighter than air machines
in Wales.
• How the stalemate on the Western Front led to the
German unrestricted U-boat campaign, the sinking

Programme Two
• Production of media to promote and display the
project outputs, raise awareness and encourage
participation including scale models, 3D digital
models and story maps.
• Explore the need and interest in supporting the
development of Programme 4.
• Attending relevant events such as Air shows,
heritage festivals to promote the project and
encourage support, engagement and participation.
Programme Three 2018
• Recording and surveys (with local archaeological
trusts) of the RNAS airship stations in Wales.
• Production of educational resources for schools
and colleges and cadet groups.
• Production of printed booklet encompassing the
outputs and results from Programmes 1 and 2.
• Series of illustrated talks and lectures to interested
groups across Wales.
Programme Four – legacy creation
• Developing and launching a crowd funded legacy
project to realise the ambitions of Programme 4.
• Creating and sourcing of experiential living history
materials for the reconstruction of the SSZ type
airship control car and associated equipment for a
centre of displays and as a unique hands on
educational resource.
• Forming a knowledgeable interpretation group of
volunteers who can portray the personnel of the
RNAS and associated civilian workers.
• Creation of a 'Pop up' museum display.
• The success and continuation of this group would
be a good indicator of the project’s legacy having
been brought about and only realised through the
success of programmes 1 to 3.
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•

With a professional approach this programme could
be self-financing in its legacy as there would be a
commercial and financial value to it as a service
provider to the heritage , museums or indeed the
media sector's.

Project Events enabled by Programme 4
Project events will feature an accurately
reconstructed airship control car that will be manned by
costumed interpreters who will tell the story of Wales,
the war in the air and the airship. Living history displays
will include the role of women in the manufacture of the
airships and their role on the airbases. Visitors will be
able to climb aboard the airship control car and
experience first-hand the sights and sounds of this
forgotten chapter of the Great War at home. The event
will be complemented by an exhibition marquee with
photos, plans, videos and a WW1 themed 'temperance
tavern' with period refreshments.
Example location: Plas Newydd, National Trust,
Anglesey. An Air Station was established in the centre
of Anglesey and a number of SSZ type dirigibles were
deployed there. SSZ.73 was flown under the Menai
Bridge by Major Elmhirst (CO) after
Armistice Day in November 1918.
Project Contact Details:
Project officer: Gary Ball of ‘History Matters’
Tel.: 01938820684
Skype: History Matters
www.historymattersonline.com
Email: projectzerohistorymatters@gmail.com

---ooo000ooo---

MUSEUM NEWS
AIRSHIPS OVER
LINCOLNSHIRE
Preparations for the Cranwell Aviation Heritage
Museum’s (CAHM) Airships over Lincolnshire exhibition
finished a day earlier than expected and the display
opened as planned at the end of September 2017. It is
scheduled to run until 25 March 2018 so there is still
time to visit if you are quick.
About a dozen visitors actually arrived at CAHM
as the final finishing touches were being made to the
display. They were incredibly keen to have a look, so
the cordon ropes went down somewhat prematurely – it
would have been somewhat churlish not to let them
enjoy it as they were not local visitors.
The following pictures give an idea of what
visitors can expect to see and to give some perspective
the larger display boards are 7’ tall. The large screen
presentation comprises in excess of 100 slides, with
text and images that complement the display boards.
It is worth noting that Airships over Lincolnshire
occupies just a fraction of CAHM’s exhibition space,
and the team who set it up are somewhat saddened
that it will only be on display for the next few weeks.
Exhibits of note include a 1:400 model of R100
loaned from the Barnes Wallis Foundation and 2 x
cabinets of Zeppelin related material from Thorpe
Camp Visitor Centre.
For information phone 01529 488490
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RECENT PROJECTS
SILENT RAID LECTURE AT
AIRSHIP CONVENTION
Author and historian Ian Castle gave a lecture
and told the story of the last great Zeppelin raid of WW1
at the Airship Association’s Convention in Bedford. By
happy coincidence, the talk, which was co-sponsored
by the Association and AHT, just happened to be given
on the exact centenary of the raid, which took place on
the night of 19/20 October 1917. Ian told how on that
night Navy Zeppelin L45 (LZ85) dropped bombs on
Northampton and London before stranding in France.
By another coincidence, Ian was delighted to have in
his audience, Marius von Zeppelin, a descendant of the
Graf himself, who had travelled from his home in
Australia to be a delegate at the conference.
---ooo000ooo---

ONE MAN, MANY IDEAS

million cu ft gas capacity. It was to have a speed of not less than 70 mph at
5,000 ft. The total fixed weight was to be less than 90 tons and it was to
carry 100 passengers It had to be able to ascend and descend at a rate of
2,000 feet per minute, and [survive] winds of 60 miles per hour when
moored at the mast. … As a calculator, Wallis recruited N.S. Norway, a
25 year old Oxford graduate, who had been working for the de Havilland
aircraft company as a stress and performance calculator. … it was the job
of Norway and his team of calculators to work out the forces, bending
moments, stresses and deflections for each part of the structure ... Such
tedious but necessary work was begun at Vickers’ offices in London but
after a few months continued at the Vickers’ works at Crayford in Kent.
During the war Crayford works had been a hive of activity producing the
Vickers and Maxim guns and some of the Vickers aircraft. At its peak
over 10,000 had been employed on this work. Now the labour force, vastly
reduced, was turning out motor car parts and sewing machines. The airship
team occupied derelict offices on the site. … Through 1925 Norway and
his team of Harvey, Sandford and Lansdown toiled away at Crayford over
their calculations which were all done by hand using Fuller slide rules. …
Eight test girders were made at Crayford … In April 1926 Wallis from
London and Norway and his calculators from Crayford, moved up to
Howden. …”
(*Pub. by New Generation (2014) ISBN-10: 0755207351)
In its heyday the Crayford factory had produced
the famous Vickers Vimy bombers but only a single
building from those historic times still survives today.
Although the Vickers factory ceased production over twenty years
ago a number of surviving reminders of the Vickers’ presence in Crayford
can still be found. Crayford Town Hall was originally constructed in 1915
as the canteen and mess hall for the employees of Vickers. It was bought in
1929 by Crayford Urban District Council for use as the Town Hall.
(www.crayfordhistory.co.uk/index/online-exhibition/survivingreminders-of-the-past/
www.bexleyforbusiness.co.uk/town-centreshigh-streets/Crayford

The exhibition that resulted from the partnership
between the Barnes Wallis Foundation (BWF) and the
Dock Museum at Barrow-in-Furness, supported by a
th
grant from the Heritage Lottery Fund, ran from 9 Sept
nd
to 22 Nov last year. It was well-received locally and
attracted many visitors. Of particular interest was a
specially developed flight simulator that enabled wouldbe pilots to try their hand at flying the Barnes Wallis
designed airship R80 around the town of Barrow. The
exhibition, including the simulator (see picture) is now
available for loan to other museums. For information
contact Peter Rix via the BWF website:

www.barneswallisfoundation.co.uk
---ooo000ooo---

WILFRED SALMON AND THE
FIRST BLITZ
Early design work on the R100 was carried out
for the Airship Guarantee Company by Barnes Wallis
and his team at Vickers’ works in Crayford, south east
London. Here is what John C. Anderson had to say on
the subject in his book Airship on a Shoestring:*
“Wallis was appointed Chief Designer of R100. He was free of
the design by committee approach, free to be the master, to put into practice
the ideas that he evolved from designing the R80 and what he had learned
from Zeppelin and to … design and build an airship of not less than 5

Originally built as a canteen for Vickers’ workers Crayford Town Hall
was converted into Crayford Town Surgery in 2014

More recently, efforts have been made locally to
raise awareness of the importance of the Crayford site
and to commemorate other WW1 events in the area. In
2016 Bexley Council unveiled two statues dedicated to
the creation of the Vickers Vimy in Crayford and in the
summer of 2017 Peter Daniel, an Education Officer,
joined with a group of parents from a local school to set
up CRAY (Crayford Reminiscence and Youth). Their
aim was to mark the centenary of the death of a brave
nd
Australian RFC pilot, 2 Lt Wilfred Salmon, who took
off from Vickers’ airfield at Joyce Green to take on an
armada of 22 Gotha bombers single handed. His
th
Sopwith Pup crashed at Slade Green on July 7 1917.
The incredibly professional film CRAY made includes
reference to the Zeppelin raids and can be found at:

https://vimeo.com/233462961
---ooo000ooo---
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BOOK NEWS AND REVIEWS

NEW NON-FICTION

FATAL FLIGHT:
The True Story of Britain’s
Last Great Airship
By Bill Hammack
Hardcover: 324 pages
Publisher: Articulate Noise Books
Published – 1 Jun 2017
ISBN-10: 1945441011
ISBN-13: 978-1945441011
Price: £25

PRESS RELEASE
Fatal Flight brings vividly to life
the year of operation of R101, the
last great British airship—a luxury
liner three and a half times the length
of a 747 jet, with a spacious lounge,
a dining room that seated fifty, glasswalled promenade decks, and a
smoking room. The British expected
R101 to spearhead a fleet of imperial
airships that would dominate the
skies as British naval ships, a century
earlier, had ruled the seas. The
dream
ended
when,
on
its
demonstration flight to India, R101
crashed in France, tragically killing
nearly all aboard.
Combining
meticulous
research with superb storytelling,
Fatal Flight guides us from the
moment the great airship emerged
from its giant shed—nearly the
largest building in the British
Empire—to soar on its first flight, to
its last fateful voyage. The full story
behind R101 shows that, although it
was a failure, it was nevertheless a
supremely
imaginative
human
creation. The technical achievement
of creating R101 reveals the beauty,
majesty, and, of course, the sorrow of
the human experience.
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The narrative follows First
Officer Noel Atherstone and his crew
from the ship’s first test flight in 1929
to its fiery crash on October 5, 1930.
It reveals in graphic detail the heroic
actions of Atherstone as he battled
tremendous obstacles. He fought
political pressures to hurry the ship
into the air, fended off Britain’s most
feted airship pilot, who used his
influence to take command of the
ship and nearly crashed it, and, a
scant two months before departing
for India, guided the rebuilding of the
ship to correct its faulty design. After
this
tragic
accident,
Britain
abandoned airships, but R101 flew
again, its scrap melted down and
sold to the Zeppelin Company, who
used it to create LZ 129, an airship
even more mighty than R101—and
better known as the Hindenburg.
Set against the backdrop of the
British Empire at the height of its
power in the early twentieth century,
Fatal Flight portrays an extraordinary
age in technology, fueled by
humankind’s obsession with flight.

REVIEW
Professional writers covering
technical subjects often ‘fill in a blank’
creating barnacle-like factoids that
have a life of their own. Such literary
barnacles are analogous to the
marine variety that stick to the hulls
of
wrecked
ships
eventually
rendering them unrecognizable. A
disaster involving new technology
seems to cause literary barnacles to
multiply until the wreck is similarly,
sadly almost unrecognizable.
The R101 was cutting edge
technology when built but that
technology woefully failed to deliver
as promised and ended in disaster.
The failure attracted multiple authors
who could not reconcile promise vs.
reality and struggled to fit these short
comings to the disaster which
followed. The result is often a wreck
so covered in literary barnacles as to
be unrecognizable.
Bill Hammack is an articulate
writer capable of authoring a
readable story but with this book
there are a few problems.
Firstly, I have a problem with
the title. While “Fatal Flight” is
acceptable, in my opinion, “The True
Story of … ” is not. I shall explain by
citing a few examples.
With the exception of the dust
jacket, this book contains no
photographs. There are seven listed

illustrations. The first is of silhouettes
for comparison of contemporary rigid
airships Hindenburg, Graf Zeppelin,
R101, and Akron. At the top is also a
silhouette of a Boeing 747 and a line
scale to help the reader visualize size
under which it reads, “200 feet”; it
should read 100 feet. The hydrogen
capacity of Graf Zeppelin is incorrect.
The Hindenburg is described as not
being built until 1938!? The drawings
of R101 are as completed in 1929
and the exterior does not illustrate
the misshapen tail which the author
subsequently describes; however, a
scale similar to the previous example
does read “100 feet”. The interior
drawing has some resemblance to
R101s accommodations but it is not
accurate as to the interior
as
completed, nor to R101 when it
departed upon its Fatal Flight.
The actual story takes place
over ten years and an argument
could easily be made for twenty.
Hammack attempts to compress the
story into ten chapters covering one
year. The result is contextual
interruptions as he digresses to fill in
technical details from earlier years.
The final departure of R101
was observed by Sq/Ldr. Ralph
Booth, Captain of R100, from the
searchlight balcony of the Cardington
Mooring Tower and testified to at the
subsequent inquiry.
In 1957, James Leasor offered
an unattributed version of final
departure with R101, having released
from the Tower, subsequently
dropping ballast to keep the bow from
settling to earth. In 1984 Geoffrey
Chamberlain, further embellished this
version of events to which Bill
Hammack now adds the “thought” of
Engineer Joe Binks who was in
engine car #5, aft of amidships, out of
sight of the bow.
On disc and the internet are
motion picture versions of two tower
departures of ‘stretched’ R101.
Neither reveals any post release
ballast dropping, nor any sign of
problems with trim. Leasor’s version
would seem to be a literary barnacle!
Hammack’s explanation of the
crash is utterly ‘generic.’ There were
33,000 square feet of unreplaced
fabric, the weather was brutal, there
was an outer cover fabric failure, the
weather ruptured a gasbag under
that failure; the ship came to earth.
The fire resulted from ballast entering
the
control
car
and
igniting
navigational flares.

Between page 163 and 165
are every cliché, literary barnacle,
and fact ever offered about R101’s
outer cover, cited out of order and
without regard as to when corrected.
Bill Hammack tells a readable
if incomplete story. He offers no
photographs and his diagrams are
defective. His Appendix A is woefully
incomplete; however, the other five
are of considerable interest to
anyone in search of historical details
of the larger story. Appendix B is the
complete Press Release proceeding
R101’'s flight. F is the complete text
of the proposed reductions in weight
for R101A and his Bibliography is
magnificent.
Regrettably, if this book is
picked up as a motion picture, or
television program, it will require the
disclaimer seen all too often, “…
based upon actual events.”

C.P. Hall
+++++++

TRANSLATED

THE ZEPPELIN BOOK
By Hans von Schillar
Translated by Alastair Reid
Paperback: 208 pages
Published: May 2017
Publisher: Lulu Publishing
www.lulu.com/shop/hans-vonschiller/the-zeppelinbook/paperback/product23196885.html
Price: £11.30 (excl. VAT)

PRESS RELEASE
Kapitän von Schiller was one
of the longest serving German airship
pilots. His ‘Zeppelinbuch’ originally
published in 1938, describes some of
the practical issues involved in flying
large rigid airships. After a short

account of the resurgence of the
post-war Zeppelin concept as a
commercial venture, he goes on to
list every major flight completed by
‘his’ ship, the ‘Graf Zeppelin’. He
describes the introduction into
service of the Hindenburg, and how
its subsequent demise was handled
and investigated. He concludes with
a brief chapter on the LZ 130, and his
hopes for a swift return to commercial
airship operations that never came.

REVIEW
The year is 1938. The LZ-127
Graf Zeppelin is grounded after 10
years of service. The LZ-129
Hindenburg was destroyed by fire at
Lakehurst one year ago. The LZ-130
Graf Zeppelin has been modified to
fly inflated with helium and has just
made its first trial flight inflated with
hydrogen.
Commercial airship travel has
to prove three basic requirements in
order to demonstrate that it was
worthy
of
investment
and
development. First there has to be an
economic alternative to several
hundred men moving an airship in
and/or out of a hangar as the cost is
disproportionate to value and it can
be done only in favorable weather
conditions. Second it has to be
demonstrated that long flights can be
undertaken safely. Third it has to be
demonstrated that a scheduled
service can be operated.
I submit that “Kapitän von
Schiller’s Zeppelinbuch” Leipzig 1938
(the original title) was written to
accomplish
this
goal
and
it
succeeded.
The first fifty-seven pages are
an exercise in familiarization with the
LZ-127 Graf Zeppelin and details of
how it was operated. The next
chapter is a review of airship bases in
German service. Chapter 3 is a
mercifully brief history of Zeppelin
airships from LZ-1 through LZ-126
aka USS Los Angeles. Chapter 4
begins a history of the flights of LZ127 in chronological order. The
descriptions of individual flights tend
to be brief. The point seems to be to
demonstrate that, during the first
years of operation; LZ-127 initiated a
series of impressive demonstration
flights, and then began to establish a
scheduled
commercial
service
between Germany and Brazil. The
introduction of LZ-129 Hindenburg in
1936 created a more frequent service
to Brazil along with scheduled
voyages to America with a passenger

capacity allowing for a profitable
journey at a reasonable price. Air
miles, passengers, mail and freight
carried all increased making the
service viable.
The 1937 Hindenburg disaster
eliminated the possibility of a
commercial operation with hydrogen.
The good news is that helium is a
practical alternative. While the old
LZ-127 Graf Zeppelin could not fly
transoceanic distances using helium;
the new Graf Zeppelin LZ-130 has
been modified to operate with helium
and, in 1938, is ready to resume
service. The ship is ready, the bases
are ready, and surely helium will be
made available. “Just as commercial
airship flight rose like a phoenix from
the ashes after the Echterdingen
disaster, we hope and trust that
commercial Zeppelins will blossom
and flourish anew from the wreckage
at Lakehurst.”
The final two pages are an
autobiographical sketch of Kapitän
Hans von Schiller. His background is
typical of a German officer of that
era. Once again, the Nazi regime’s
non-person designation is ignored by
a man unwilling to be intimidated and
the buch is dedicated to Dr. Hugo
Eckener.
The numerous photos are a
bonus to the buyer of this book as
are the drawings of the LZ-130
interior accommodations. The photo
on page 178 and the cover photo are
taken from LZ-127 Graf Zeppelin of a
“Rendezvous with the (training
vessel) Schleswig Holstein in the
South Atlantic.”
To reduce tropical heat,
canvas awnings cover the ship’s
deck areas, smoke from the stack
obscures, and the reproduction is of
Lulu quality. One year after the
original buch was published; this
Battleship Schleswig Holstein was
slamming 280 mm and 150 mm
projectiles into fortifications at
Poland's Westerplatte base in
Danzig.
I recommend this book as a
literate window into a turning point of
aviation history. Also, if you are
another author, ignorant of LTA but
hell-bent to write about post W.W1
airships, then you should read this
first chapter before you commence
as the basic information plus the
quotable details will doubtless
improve the quality of your finished
work in multiple ways. You may thank
C.P. Hall
me in your preface!
+++++++
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ARRIVALS, TRANSFERS, DEPARTURES
(Or, for the less aeronautically obsessed - BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, DEATHS.)

DEPARTED
in manned-test flights in 1971, but a risk-averse
government staff never provided the funds for research
and development and the patents expired. In recognition
of his pioneering work, Bill was inducted into the Aviation
Hall of Fame of New Jersey in 2016.
He was continuing to work on related projects
when he died Sept. 27, 2017, in Princeton.
[Published in the February 7, 2018 Issue Princeton Alumni Weekly Undergraduate Class of 1953]

https://paw.princeton.edu/memorial/williammcelwee-miller-jr-53

WILLIAM McELWEE MILLER Jr.

30th March 1926 – 27th September 2017
Designer of the Deltoid Pumpkin Seed
Born in Iran to missionary parents, Bill graduated
from Choate, and then spent six years of active duty in
the Naval Air Force. He came to Princeton after spending
time at the University of Pennsylvania and Ursinus
College while serving with the Naval V-12 units.
Bill expected to go on to seminary and become a
foreign missionary, but it didn’t work out that way. … In
mid-1966, he was invited to join the board of Aereon
Corp., a company seeking to advance the development
of airship design, and a year later was elected president
of the corporation. Aereon Corp. had a vision of nextgeneration, lighter-than-air, hybrid airships to be used in
a variety of ways, including surveillance and transport.
Classmate John McPhee chronicled this work in a New
Yorker article and a book titled The Deltoid Pumpkin
Seed. The Aereon 26 proved its aerodynamic feasibility

I received the sad news that William McE Miller, Jr
has left us. Some of you will have known ‘Bill.’ In the
airship world he is best known for his design and work on
the Aereon Dynastat whose story is told in the book 'The
Deltiod Pumpkin Seed' by John McPhee.
(See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aereon),
An early proponent of the delta-shaped airship and
of the hybrid, he presented at and attended many AIAA
LTA Technical Committee Conventions in the USA and
some Airship Association ones in the UK.

Arnold Nayler
Bill was at various times quite active and
passionate in many of the AIAA LTA conferences. He
had an amazing degree of commitment, and devoted all
his energies toward bringing his LTA vision to fulfillment.
It is sad to see him go still short of his goal, but I’m sure
he went while fighting the good fight … I hope that where
Bill is now headed he’ll at last enjoy a happy touchdown!

Ron Hochstetler

---ooo000ooo---

DOUGLAS SCOTT BOTTING

22

nd

February 1934 - 6th February 2018

Author of ‘Dr Eckener’s Dream Machine’
Douglas Botting was born in Kingston upon
Thames, Surrey, lived in and went to school in Worcester
Park. Having witnessed the London Blitz first-hand, he
went on to make documentaries and write historical
records of World War II and aviation.
Botting got an early flavour of travel when, as part
of his National Service, he was an infantry subaltern with
the King's African Rifles in Kenya. He went on to study
English at St Edmund Hall, Oxford University, during
which time he undertook a pioneering exploration of the
little-known island of Socotra in the Indian Ocean. His
first book, Island of the Dragon's Blood, is an account of
this trip.
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Botting went on to become an accomplished
explorer in his own right and was a member of the RIIA
and a Fellow of the RGS.
Besides the 1956 expedition to Socotra he
participated in a survey of Lake Tchad in East Africa and
an expedition to the Mato Grosso with the Royal Society.
He was a crew-member onboard the hovercraft that was
the first vessel ever to voyage by inland waterways from
the Amazon to the Caribbean via the unexplored rain
forests of the Casiquiare and Orinoco.
He also took part in the first balloon flight over
Africa with Anthony Smith with whom he also flew in the
first British balloon to cross the High Alps. He acted as
cameraman on Operation Seashore, Smith’s expedition
that circumnavigated Great Britain as part of European
Conservation Year in 1970.
However, Botting chose documentary filmmaking,
and investigative journalism as his career. As a BBC
Special Correspondent to the former USSR he reported
news events like the first cosmonaut homecoming, and
Fidel Castro's state visit, He was the first person from
West of the Iron Curtain since the Russian Revolution of
1917 to travel voluntarily among the nomadic reindeer
tribes of Arctic Siberia and the Gulag. Botting went on to
make documentary films for organisations including
National Geographic, BBC, Time Life and Royal
Geographical Society.
Among his other occupations Botting wrote a

series of Time Life Books on World War II, early aviation
and maritime vessels. His foray into investigative
journalism included several other World War II books,
including the best-selling Nazi Gold: The Story of the
World's Greatest Robbery - And Its Aftermath. …
He wrote biographies of the explorer Alexander
von Humboldt and of the naturalists Gerald Durrell and
Gavin Maxwell (the latter also being a personal friend).
He was the inspiration behind and writer of the 1972 BBC
documentary The Black Safari, a role-reversal comedy
show with Africans touring England. He also featured in
other BBC programming, including the Under London
Expedition exploring the London sewerage system, as
part of the BBC2 nature series The World About Us.

Botting wrote 24 books in all including numerous
World War II and early aviation books and three seminal
works on airship history:
•

Shadow in the Clouds: The Story of the Airships;
Kestrel Books, 1975; ISBN 0-7226-6803-1

•

The Epic of Flight: The Giant Airships; Time Life
Books, 1980; ISBN 0-8094-3272-2

•

Dr.Eckener's Dream Machine: The Extraordinary
Story of the Zeppelin; HarperCollins, 2001;
ISBN 0-00-257191-9
Extracted from several sources including:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Douglas_Botting

---ooo000ooo---

NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Notice is hereby given for the 2018 Annual General
Meeting of the Airship Heritage Trust to be held in
Cardington Village Hall, Southill Road, Cardington,
Bedfordshire MK44 3SP
Date: Saturday, 9th June 2018 at 2:00 pm
AFTER THE AHT 2018 AGM
There will be a talk by

Bryan Lawton
entitled:

THE R101 AIRSHIP DISASTER AND THE BROKEN ELEVATOR CABLE
Refreshments (tea and biscuits) will be provided and guests are welcome so bring a friend!
---ooo000ooo---

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
•

th

17 May 2018 – The Higgins Art Gallery and Museum, Castle Lane, Bedford MK40 3XD - a talk entitled
Short Brothers Aviation Pioneers coupled with a display in the foyer and a book signing for A ‘Short’ Story: The
lives and works of the Short Brothers by Liz Walker the great niece of the Short Brothers. Doors will open at 7pm
with the talk starting at 7.30pm. The display will run until Monday, 21st May.

MEMBERSHIP MATTERS
UK Membership : £25 per annum : Overseasst Membership : £35 per annum
AHT Annual Subscriptions are due on the 1 of January each year

Subscribe via PayPal at the AHT website (www.airshipsonline.com/members/)
=

or
By Standing Order made payable to: “The Airship Heritage Trust” : Account Number : 31563866
Sort Code: 40-24-07 : HSBC Bank plc, Unit 2, Marlowes Centre, Hemel Hempstead, HP1 1DX
or
By cheque made payable to: “The Airship Heritage Trust”

Sent to: The Membership Secretary
Brian Harrison, 9 Quaggy Walk, Blackheath, London SE3 9EL
Enquiries: membership@airshipsonline.com
AHT welcomes : Mrs. C Dalton; George Diemer; Barry Dowsett; Derek Harrington; Sarah Middleton-Wooley;
Charles Selmes; Paul Walker; Alan Weston
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